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The authority for this investigation is contained in Project
8-07-10-420 (formreX] 8-07-06-105 and 8-07-06-005), "Field Fortifi-
cations and Obstacles," and in a letter, ENMWF, Chief of Engineers
to Cormanding Officer, Engineer Research and Developwent Labora-
tories, 22 April 1955, subject, "rntegration of Navy Project
NY 340 032 - AW Protective Shelters." Copies of the project card
and letter are included as Appendix A to this report.

This investigation vas conducted by E. P. Leland, Project Engi-
nner, under the supervision of R. M. Flynn, Chief, FortifIcatIUns
Section, Demolitions and Fortifications Branch.

A glossary of terms relating to the subject matter Is included
on paMe 103.
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* This report covers an investigation into the design of emer-
gency, i. e., improvised or hasty-type, personnel shelters. Existing
data'were :compi1e&,ara4 the current state of emergency shelter de-
sign was analyzed with particular emphasis on protection against
nuclear weapons. This investigation was initiated to develop data
covering a field in which there was a definite lack of information.
It was partially funded by the U. S. Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks
"which desired information in the field of emergency shelters.

The data incorporated into the report were extracted, pare-
phrased, or condensed from reviewed publications or were obtained
from current research into the subject of field fortifications.
The field of investigation was broken down as follows: weapons
effects, shelter design components, and types of shelters.

This report concludes that:

a, Weapons effects data are available in sufficient detail
for general design purposes subject to the limitations set forth in
the following conclusions.

b. Acceptable limits -For exposure of personnel to the vari-
ous weapons effects remain to be established.

c. The design of cover support or framework is not a precise
process because of insufficient data on the effect of earth cover
on blast forces and insufficient data on the design of structures
against dynamic loads.

d. The design of revetment is not a precise process because
of insufficient data on the transmission of ahock waves through
soil.

e. Shelter entrancea are quite vulnerable and therefore I-
portant. Their design merits carefu. attention.

f. There is a need for additional data on minimum ess-ential
ventilation required for shelters where extended stay times are
involved.

g. Optimum protection is obtained when the shelter is placed
wholly below the ground surface..

¶ h. The attenuation of nuclear radiation, except for neutrons,
S4.is suffiejentl understood for dsign purposes. Additional data are

necessary before attenuation of neutrons can be accurately computed.
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I. 6 he desai of sbelters for fallout pt-oi eu W w
problems except for the aforementioned nted for additionaL ventila-

.1'* ~ *~ itiou data.

I wh J.e The covered-trench shelter is the optimum typi oi she:ter
"When costst construction ti~e, and protection are cnsidero<A, If

-I soil conditions are not prohibitive.

.i Ik. When special shelter designs are necessaxrj because of
" weapons effects or soil condition, the wholly or partiaLU4 burled.

shelters are preferred.'
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1. Subject. Thhi is the ftual report covering an investiga-

tion into the design of emergency personnel shelters. Existing
S: .literature pertaining to emerg~ncy shelters and weapons effects as

reviewed, information on design and performance was compiled, and
the cuirent state of emergency shelter design with particular em-
phasis on protection against nuclear veapons was analyzed.

w. -E2. Back5,Mund and Previous Iz=esttion. This investiga-
tion was initiated as a result of a conference at Office Chief of
Engineers between representatives of OCE, U. S, Army Engineer Re-

,"[ search and Development Laboratories, and U. S, Navy Bureau of Yards
• •;and Docks, BuDocks desired that USAEDt collate information on
•,, |i emergency personnel shelters. Future planning at USAERDL included

an investigation into improvised, personnel shelter design. It was
decided that Pemolitione an-' FortificatAcna Branch cf USA=LL vao4A

- • begin a project on emergency shelters vhich would be partially
funded by thQ BuDocks of the Navy. A description of this confer-

S.ence along with a request for a project plan is contained in a let-
ter, ENGNP, OCE to ERDL, 22 December 1954., subject, "%ierge-ny -
Shelters -- Suggested Joint Army-Navy Action." The •&psed plan
of the project is contained in a 1TEC Indorsemnt, '"CD MO, MDL to
OCO, 17 January 1955, same subject. Copies of the letter and in-

4. dorsement appear in Appendix B.

Two semi-annual re:orta were submitted previoul•y). These
*,c-onsisted of prelimin&-y data on venpons effects and design cri-

teria to be considered and blbliograpblea of all. re~,ieved
publications.

3. Procedure. During the Investigation, publicatio'as were
reviewed smd extracts of pertinent material were made. The publica-
Stion* reviewed were obtained from the Technioa1 Reference Library
and the Tehmnical Documents Center of USAERDL and The Engineer

*.,,School Library. Through the foregoing sources, V .b)Ications vere
also obtained fro, the Library of Cn•gresa and the Armcd Services
Technical 19formAtion Agency.

" .. 4 The data Incorporated into this section of the report

have been extracted, paraphrased, or condensed from the reviewed
publicatior.a. in addition, data avtilable from research currently
being con•ucted on field fortificAtions heivo been incorporated into

•" CONF4CENTIAL
p4%.
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tbe report. Many of the publications were classified for security.
purposes. To facilitate dissemination of the information con•taine
"fMerein, security classifications in the report are identified by

. •-individual paragraphs. Abbreviations designating the particular
securit;- classification are placed at the beginning and end of each
paragraulh containing classified information. A bibliography of
publications reviewed and considered per binent to this investiga-
tion is iLclided at the end of the report (page 95)- Specific

.. if: sources of information incorporated into this report are cited by a
'n•wbered reference whioh refers to the corresponding number in a
list of references also included at the end. of the report (page 91).
"References are listed in numerical order according to the order in
which the reference is first cited. Statements made in referenced
p aragraphs are the cpinion.; and conclusions of the author of the

. i referenc.d document and are not to be construed as being necessar-
, ily those of the author of this report.

4 . Weapons Effects. At the present time, there are four
weapons against which a shelter should protect. These are high ex-

Splo.aivt (H. E. ), nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons. These
, weapons have many individual effects which must be handled separate-

* ly in shelter design. The indtvidual effects of each weapon will be
* i.• considered in the succeeding paregraphs.

a. H. E. Weaons. The effects of H. E. shells and bombs
=an be aepara d into two components as follows:

, (1) Blast. Blast is the maJor effect of an H. E.
explosion. On detnation, the explosive charge of a shell or
bomb .a wonverted into a ga•i v very high pressure mid temper-
-ture. The shock front j.ormed by ekpansion of the gas props-

f gates with "-. velocity which to initially much higher than that
of sound; after a distance, the velocity decreases rapidly

, toward sound veloaity as the prstiure becomes smaller. This
loss in velocity is general, much more rapid than the slowing

* ti odo'-m if the tomb frsagmentG; thercfore, the shock front follows
behind the movement of fragaents. The blast vave initially

. consists of two phanes, por 4tibe and negntive. Ile positive
phase of high prsulure and short rl'-atiov Is immediately fol-
loed, by the negative or "auction" pl--.e of less intensity and
longer duration (1).

•1revious experience Li the design of sheltoro,

". ] except for structures of strategic ircrtance, he9 indicated
that it is both unnecessary arl u-nconomical to prcvide býoxb-
eisistant protection, The protect necessarj vai wonsidered

to be defer-se agsinst blast and fragments of a oomb of speci-
'* fiid size detonating at a nominiA d 4 s8ance. An economical de.

gree of protection has been established on the basis of a 50)-Ib,

I. °



GP (genera. purpose) bomb detoustlag at. a. dA' anco of 2S

1 (2) Fragmentation. 'Fragmentation of the bomb or
% shell case causes thousands of sharp-edged fragments to be
* L: ~projected radially in all directions from the detonation at

velocities of from 4000 to 7000 ft per second. These frag-
ments will cause considerable structural damage in the imedi-

•~ :;;'ato vicinity of the explosion and can cause fatalities up to
several bhu=red yards. Maximum fragmentation results from

, ri •bombs detnating in air; fragmentation is much reduced for
bombs detonating a few feet underground. Air resistance to
irregular shapes of fragments causes velocity of the fragments
to decrease rapidly as listance increases (1).

In many cases, the type and strategic importance
4. of a str=ture, its small size, or its distance from a larger
44. • or more i=portant structure make it both unnecessary and un.

economical to provide bomb-resistant protection for the per-
sonnel in the stri- :ture. In such cases, consideration is only
given to the lateral and overhead protection of personnel,
equipment, and structural elements against blast and splinters
"of a bomb of specified size detonating at a nominal distance
from a protective structure. An economical degree of protec-
tion ha6 in the past been generally established on the basis of
a 500-1b, (W bomb detonating at a distance of 25 ft. The
thicknesses of material resulting from this criterion perdit
good construction practice and maximum structural stabtlity
.ith -j.t• materials (1).

b. Ifuclear We!Rng. The major problems in the design
o f •mprovised sW-1ters stem from the eff-ats of atomic or nuclear
weapons. Thenr effects are considered iudlivitually in tb- succeed-

igpuargmpts.
(1) Blast. An atomic explosion attains very high

temperatures causin complete vaporitation of the products of
explosion. Very hot gases are initially formed at very high
pressures. f•eduction of these high pressures is attained by
expension of the hot gases which initiates a presoure wave in
the surro•oding medium. This pressure wave Is the so-called

., ~ . blast or shook wave. One important characteristic of this
blast wave Is the shock front. The ,hock front is formed by

'4 successive pressure waves following the initial one. The auc-
cessive waves move through a region ot higher temperature, ap d

* since velocity of the wave increases with temperature, they
eventually catch up with the initial wave aed form the shock
"front. "be shock ,rve is the principal cause of property dam-

44,% V " age. Ie essential features of a shock wave are an abrupt rise

Immmmm •m m, p• mm•'mmt~~~ l ! I
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of pressure, followed by a, gradal1, decreaiatng pressure# ald
then a suction phase ebaracterzed ty a decrease of pressmv
41 below atmospheric. Another Important characteristic of blat
raves is wind drag. The blast wave from an atomic explosion
is accompanied by an intense wind. that blows throughout the
positive and negative phases, reversing its direction at the
start of the negative phase. In the case of blast waves of
long duration, these winds produce a force on the strueture

• for a relatively long time after the shock front has passed.'I:Z "From observations made with conventional H. 9."bombs, it appeared that peak overpressures of about 200 to 300
psi would be necessary to -cause death In human beings by the
direct effect of blast and that perhaps 8 psi would produce
Injury. However, these conclusions do not apply to the situa-
tion accompxlying a nuclear explosion. In addition to the
peak blast overpressure, the rate of rise of pressure and the
duration of the positive phase have important Influence (2)"

The air blast overpressure required to cause
rupture of eardrums appears to be highly dependent on circum-
stances. Several observations indicate the minimum overpres-
sure is in the range from 10 to 15 psi, but both lover and
higher values have been reported (2). ..

Peak overpressures of various In~t~nifiIisas
related to distance from ground zero below a typical, air burat
for various size nuclear veapons are given in Table I.

Table I. Distances from Ground Zero (Miles) for
A .AVarious Peak Overpressuree (2)

IVeopon 10 15 20 25 V3 40* 0

I XT 0.235 o.1•,2 0.096 o .0o 2 0.056 0.036 o.W,
I 10 KT 0.507 0.308 0.212 0.155 0., o. 0.080 0.058
"4 25 KV o.686 o.A6 o.286 o.'0o 0.164 0.108 0.079

500!• IT 0,865 0,5. 0.354 0.265 0.206 0,136 0.099
1.00 KT 1.o9 o.66 o.454 0.334 0.236o o.1172 O425
1 KW 2.35 1. 42 o.9T 0.72 0.56 0.36 o.26

.4', W lo 5.07 3.08 2. .55 1.1 080 0.58
100 WI 10.90 6.60 4..54 3.31. 2.60 1.72 1.25

,iA 1E: Thece are typical air burits.

. iThese distances are extrapolated.

.'.''
A,
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the Drag (or vind) pressure can cause translation of
•, the bod as a thole. The resultin Injuryvf wilepen on ZMWn•.

circumstances; the most obvious of these are the speed at
which the body moves, its acceleration and deceleration, the
object it strikes, and the part of the body recýivlrig impact.
The translational force, which determines the rate of movement,
wviii be greatly Influenced by the frontal surface of the body

,' exposed to the blast wind. A person lying in a prone position
will, for example, be much less affected than a person standing
up (2).

S* Drag force is generally dependent on the peak
value of dynamic pressure and its duration. Some indication
of the corresponding values of peak overpressurep peak dynamic

, pressure, and maximum blast vind velocities in air at sea
level are given in Table II. Dynamic pressure is seen to do-
crease more rapidly than does overpressure (2).

l-Table II. Overpressure, Dynamic Pressure, and Wind Velocity
in Air at Sea Level

* Peak Overpressure Peak Dynamic Pressure Maximum Wind Vel-it-y
Etp psi mph

S72 80 .170
50 t40 94a0.
310 16 670
20 8 417o

*10 2 290
* *5 0.7 160

1 2 0.1 70

SDuration of blast waves from nuclear weapons in
the megaton range rill be several seconds. It in possible
that drag forces from megaton weapons my cauce damage in ex-
cess of that which would be caused by comparable overpressures
from emall yield weapons; e. g., a dreg-type structure may be
equally damaged by a 20-W \weapon at an overpressure level ap-
proximately 50 percent of that of a 20-WVT weapon (3).

Personnel can be injured in two ways by blast,

directly or Indirectly. Direct Injury is due to the obarac-
Sterit~ce of the wave itself acting on the human body. In-
direct injury Is due to forelin objects encountering the body.
Design of a pernonnel shelter against blAst presents two prob.
lems, providing erfficieut strength tn the shelter to prevent
collapse and preventing the entrance of a blast wave of suffi-
clent intensity to cause injury to personnel.
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(C) Allowable blast pressi-eviitin shelter;
depend on the characteristics of the blast wave. These in-

elude such items as peak overpressure, duration of positive
phase, and rate cf pressure rise. Experience previous to the
atomic bomb indicated that the hummn body was capable of with-
standing over 200 psi ii static overpressure without fatality)
however, durations were not considered. Tests conducted on
"dogs showed a fatality pressure of 216 psi for 1.6 milliseconds
of static overpressure duration, but for 3.1.8 milliseconds, the
fatal pressure was only 76 psi. After the first atomic explo-
sion, one source (4) suggested a fatal overpressure of 35 psi
for humans. Further tests have indicated that this figure
could be considerably lower (5). The sum source mentions the
problem of reflection within the shelter proper which gives an
"effect of multiple pulses of the blast pressure wave with an
increased total duration. Within the shelter proper, another
problem to be considered is the effects of winds that possess
a translational force and are capable of causing indirect dam-
age. Body damage is not only related to pressure characteris-
tics but also to the geometry of the shelter (5). (C)

, (C) As previously pointed out, the rate of
pressure rise is one of the significant parameters. Table III
sets forth a tentative statement of conditiona for step-vise
pressure loadings within shelters (5). (C)

*" Table III. Step-Wise Pressure Loadings
ivthin a Shelter (Tentative)(C)

Maximl Inremenal Aerage H~ate or a iseo
Pressure Rise Incremental Pressure

(Pei) (s/ac

Sa fe -0 40.30
questionable 5-10 0.30 - 0.50
Damaging W 10 '0

The above table ignores the maximum pressure aid the time be-
treen succee0ive pulses. This same source (5) brings out four*1"I items to be considered in the design of open sholiers against
blast. These are (a) pressure differential applied and how
this varies with time, (b) air-matering charateristics Oio the

tie characteristica of the interior of the shelter. The entry

way controls, by throttling, the rate of filling of the shelter.
Other things being constant, the larger the shelter volume and

7 the more restricted the entry way, the lower and slower will be

CONFIOENTIAL
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7' the iUCre~ana. rLM3a in internal pressure. ALW1ti. pr•mp.-
X tiee of the shelter will affect qUalty of the reflections

from the interior surfaces (5). (C)

Generally speaking, there are two types of mili-
tary structmes. These are the diffraction-type and drag-type.

-o "The diffra-ction-type is a structure which is almost completely
closed with a blast-resistant covering. The drag-type is a
structure which is essentially open or which has light, non-

",* blast-resistant covering. There are structures that fall be-
tveen these two extremes, es 8,, ones that are partially open

L. or have partially resistant covering. A vehicle and a steel
bridge are examples of drag-type structures while a windowless
"warehouse is an example of a diffraction-type structure. A
building with openings greater than 50 percent of the wall area

F, is considered to be a drag-type building, while a building with
"openings less than 5 percent of the wall area is a diffraction-
type building. A personnel shelter, blast entry being undetitr-

, able, should be a diffraction-type structure. Since blast
enters a drag-type building, it in subject to wind drag and is
greatly affected by duration of the blast wave. For a diffrac-
tion-type building, the critical blast factor is peak over-
pressure (6).

(2) 1hrpl An atomic explosion attains very hi&h
temperatures, emitting a large amount of thermal energy capa-
ble of burning Versonnel and combustible materials. Thermal
rays have a long effective range and are emitted very fast.

j Protection against them is not difficult because they travel
in straight lines. The unit of measureent of thermal radia-
tion is the total energy in calories delivered to an area of

*'1 square centimeter. The primary defense against thermal rays
S - * Is avoidance of direct exposure of personnel or combustible

material. Penetration of thermal rays is very low; for this
reason, protective layers can be quite thin (*).

, The lethal minrim amount of thermal rtdiatiom
is not defined exactl•y. One source (4) gives a moderate-burn
intensity of 3 al/cmr and a slight burn intensity of 2 cal/cm2 .
Another source (7) gives three ranges of thermal intensity as
follovs: severe damage, 10 cal/em ; moderate damage, 5 cal/cm2 ;
light damage, 2 cal/cm2 . The preceding degrees of damage refer

*. to troops in the open. A third source (8) gives damage inten-
sitieG as follows: 2-3 cal/cm2 ror first-degree burns, 3-4 cal/am2

- for second-degree bums, 8-10 cal/cm2 for thiLrd-degree bures.

4, At one time, it was thought the amount of thor-
* mal radiation received per unit area of exposed material at a

specified distance from a nuclear explosion depended markedly

vCONFIDENTUAL
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S•an atmospheric visibility. it appears that within wid limitsp

.: however., such is not the case. The reAson for this - at first
unexpected - effect is that the thermal radiation received at a

. given point at a distance from a nuclear explosion is made up
•; Iof both straight-line (unsca~ttered) and scattered radiation.

If the air is clear,, the radiation received is essentially only
that which -has been transmitted directly from the exploding

SL bomb without scattering. If the air is lightly hazy) the

i'. amount of radiation transmitted directly will be less than in
Sa clear atmosphere. However,, this decrease is largely compen-

,• sated by an increase in scattered radiationi. It should-be
,•' noted that this general couelusion will apply only if the at-
i mosphere is reasonably clear,, i. e., in the absence of rainq
,, fot. or dense Industrial haze (2).

" A shield which merely intervenes between a given
•4!•target and the ball of fire but does not surround the target
i may not be entirely effective under hazy atmospheric conditions.

A l!arge proportion of the thermal radiation received, especially
at considerable distances from the explosion, has undergone

;. scattering and will a•rrive from all directionsp not merely from
•i the point of burst. This situation should be borne in mind in
•-• coanection with the problem of thermal kadiation shielding (2).

S~burns, irrespective of their cause, exe general-
ly ciassified according to their severity in terms of the de-
gree (or depth) of the injury. In first-degree burnsa, of which

' i moderate sunburn is an ex~ample, there is only redness of the
•i skin, Second-degree burns are deeper and more severe and ame

characterized by the formation of blisters. In third-degree
burns, the full, thickness of the skin is destroyed (2).

The thermal energy neceeaW to causee burs of
various types varies with the total energy yield. A comparison
of necessary energies Is contained in Table IV (2).

Table IV. Approximate Thermal Energies Reqaired to Cause

•]Skin B umsi Air orSurface Burst (2)

9 '

* howYeled suhirs t thjgeae. Theraond fegre Third -a frs

I KT 2 610 eXpT
ioe p 3t a
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Thermal energies of various ftbmtstieo, a•- re-

.ated to distance from explosion for various size nuclear veap-

0ons are given in Table V.

Table V. Slant Range (Miles) from Explosion for "
Various Bomb and Thermal Energies (2)

* epnThermal Energies (cal/sq c~m)
2 6 10 25 50 100 1000 10,000

1 KT 0.68 0.51 0.42 0.33 0.23 0.16 0.11 0.03 -
10I•T 1.90 1.47 1.20 0.93 0.60 0-45 0.33 0.11 0.03
25 KT 3.0 2.1 1.7 1.45 0.93 o.68 o.51 o.17 o.05
"5oKT 4i.1 3.0 2.6 1.9 1.3 0.93 0.68 0.24 0.07

100 XIT 5.6 4.1 3.1 2.7 1.7 1.3 0.93 0.33 0.11
1 l v 16.5 11.5 9.7 7.6 5.0 3.6 2.7 0.93 0.33
10 MT - - 30 23 1i 13 7.6 2.7 0.93

"100M T - . . . . 23 7.6 2.7

.M: Visibility of 2 to 50 miles air burst.

Protection against thermal radiation require.
i non-direct exposure; however, thermal rays can be reflected

and still cause damage. The quantity reflected depends on the
reflecting material.

"It has been estated that reflection as high
as 10 to 15 percent it possible (9). On that baist, generally,
two refleoctions are considered sufficient to reduce the thernal
rays to a negligible quantity (10). A British source (11) re-
ports negligible reflection of thermal rays by soil. Reflection

1" *,of therml rays by Nevada sand has been reported as low; mre-
, over, it is considered possible that the small amount oZ thercal

energy measured was not reflected thermal radiation but instead
. vas heated ai (12).

* * During a test on a Federal Civil Defense Adimini-
stration (FCDA) shelter located at close range, peculiar ther-

SI-mal effects were reported. The shelter pon-sessed an entrance
containing two right-angle turns, but thermal effects were ob-

ILI .served within the shelter proper. The fur of experimental ant-
mals placed in the shelter was singed. Animals in cages which

- vere barely larger than the animals themselves were singed pos-
S-siblby because the fur projected betveen the bars of the cae4s.

Other animals in larger ceages were not singed when there waw no
.-" f fur projection between the bars. It was believed that the
" '" . singeing Vas caused by heated eir. Cooling of the heated air

A.
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by contact with the bars of the cages was the eo for.
-the nn-singeing of fur in the larger cages. This indicates,
that even though thermal radiat on way be reduced to a negli-
gible quantity b,? successive reflections, personnel may be In-
•ured by heated, air in open shelters (13).

(3) Gamma Rays. Gamma rays are one of the major
emissions of nuclear weapons. The energy of gamma rays from
an atomic bomb varies. Attenuation of gamma rays varies with

j • their energy. The average energy of gamma rays from a 20-10
bomb at distances greater than 3,000 ft is about 3 Mev- ()&).

I The average energy of gamma radiation from a
I nuclear explosion is 4.5 Mev. The effects of varying intensi-

ties of acute radiation doses are contained in Table VI (2).

Table VI. Effects of Prompt Whole-Body
Gamma Radiation Doses (2)

Prompt Dose (r) Probable Effect

0 to 50 W1o obvious effect., exctpt possible minor blood
hanges.

50 to 375 Some oickness in personnel, varying from I per-
cent for 50r to 100 percent for 3'15r.

200 to 750 Sowe deaths in personnel, varying from I per-
cent for 200r to 100 percent for 750r.

225 Fifty percent of ersonnel a"e sick.

1450 Fifty, percent of personnel diei.

NOFIZ: Prompt dosea are delivered in c miatter of minutes ands .1.

tinguiehed from fallout which may be delivered over several.
days.

Gmm rays are attenuated with depth into mate-S~rials. The amount of' attenuatien varies approximately with
material density. Phterials such as earth, coucreteo, and metal
are very effective in attenuating g= rays.

The delivery time of immdiate gamm radiation
in the ranee of a 20-KT weapon In very short. Bince 50 percent

"S. of the dose is delivered vithin the firot 0.5 second and 90 per-
cent within the first second, there Is very little time for

it
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Spereonnel to seek shelter f•r gum radiatim.m medatey
after the explosion..

The delivery time of immediate gamma radiation

in the megaton range of atomic weapoas is considerably longer.
A 5-W weapon delivers 50 percent of the dose within the first
5 seconds and 90 percent within the first 10 seconds (2).

"Seeking protection against gamma rays after the
"explosion of this size weapon is a distinct possibility. Gamma

*• radiation is a very important effect of weapons in the kiloton
" t: range; however, recent data indicate that gamma rays from a

megaton weapon are a problem only where blast pressures and
thermal energies are already very high.

Gamma radiation of various intensities, as re-
lated to .distance from explosion for various size nuclear veap-

"Io ous are given in Table VII.

Table VII. Slant Range (Miles) from Explosion for
"V Various Bomb Yields and Gamma Bay Doses (2)

Weapon Gamm Py ,seo i
:..._100 300.. 100 3000 o

I KT 0.54 o.42 0.32 0.1r 0.08
10 ivr 0.83 0.10 0.55 0.143 0.33ý 0.6
25 KT 0.95 0.80 0.65 0.52 0.140 0.22

S50 KT 106 0.92 0.76 o.62 o.49 o. 8
,00" ) 1.P 1.05 0.88 0.74 0.59 0.35
1- H T 1.77 1.51 1.38 1.24 1.05 o.74
0 1o4 2.55 2.28 2.00 1.8o 1.6o 123

N(1) Neutrons. Neutrons are one of the major emis-
,sions of atomii veapons. They are measured over various energy
regions. The unwt'of measure•ent l the number of neutrons per
square centimeter. According to one couree (4), the energy
range of neutrons can be broken dovln Into thrae fields for
. easurewnt. The first of these, the so-called "fast" neutrons,
"have energies in excess of 3 Mev. The energy range of the so-
called "n1'ov4 neutrong In aomevhat uncertain, tat it In proba-
ble that it Is around 0.2 ev. The energy riage of the intWr-
mediate range group is from about 0.2 ev to 3 Rev (14).

The accepted unit of measwrerent of the inten-
.sty of neutrons is the "roentgen equivalent mmal'" or rem.
One rem of neutrons Io equivalent in biological effect to one

I,-
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roentgen of gamma radiation. Therefore, the Intensity of neu-
trons for shelter design purposes is measured in rems. Nentron
radiation of various intensities, as related to distance from
explosion for various size nuclear weapons arm given in Table
"VIII (2). Comparison of this table with Table VII shews that
for weapons of 10 KT or less, the neutron intensity is greater
than the gamma intensity and at distances where there are high
intensities, the neutron quantity is greater for 100 KT or less.

Table VIII. Slant Range (1Miles) from Explosion.
for Various Bomb Yields and Neutron Doses

Weapon Neutron Dones (rem,
100 300 1000 3000 10,000 '00; 000

1 KT 0.60 0.50 o.4o 0.A2 0.225 0.08*
"2.0 KT 0.82 0.71 o.6o 0.50 0.4O 0.225
25 KT 0.92 0.79 0.69 0.58 o.48 0.29
50 IC 0.99 0.87 0.75 0.65 0.54 0.34

100 X 1.06 0.94 o.82 0.71 0.6o o.4o
I H 1.3 1. 1.32 1.20 o . 1.06 o.6o

10 HO 1.6O 1.0 1.032 0.o 0.A 0.62

Eatimated distance by extrapolation.

The number of neutrons generally accepted 3a
"lethal is 5 x 10-1 per aqusae centimter for slow neutrons and
1011 for fast ntutonw. lethality of neutrons vareeo directly
with their energy. For the Hi oshima or nomlual bomb (20 KT)p
there axe approximately 10 tilw-o ae many slow neutrons as fast
neutrono. For thio reason, even though the ftot netrous are
more lethal ind'vinuanlly, slow ncutrons are the mwre lqportant
.ha-v . An additional item of dif•feru•ce betvween clew and fast
n.utrons relates to acattering. Fast neUtrons ar" -essentially

* I divectional. Slow neutron follow erratic courues nd. there-

fort, complicate the design proal-m rearding open tzge.

The problem of shieldit% againast neutrona is not
. easily ,olved. Water or wiy other material containing hy1.rogen
•. Its very effective in sloving down neutrons. To inerease effec-

"tiveneso of water, disolvable borax may be tidded. Soell may
also be. emade more effective by addition of borax. Concrete,
which containa a large a*unt of hydrogen (in the form of water),

*, is another effective ahlelding =terI.ol. These rolutions are
of little valuc for emergeney shelters, but thio problem will
be covered further in the section on attenuation factors.

4
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"Early data (4) on tha effective rasne of neu-
trons led to the concllislon that neutrons did not present an
additional hazar4 when protection was provided against other
effects. This would not hold true against shelters designedL
for close-in proteeT.In.

M t( iate..' 'ata (14)states that for a thin
shell bomb such as the atzmic artillery shell, over the range
of biological interest for gamma radiation (200-100Or), the
biological effectiveness of neutrons appears to equal that of
gamma rays. With a greater attenuationa problem for neutrons
than for gamma rays, this device may make protection against
neutivns the more critical design problem. (C)

*.. Tests in Nevada show that attenuation of neu-
* trons passing through earth was less dependent on the slant

thickness than it was on the minimum thickness of earth over
the shelter. Chemical composition of cover material is the
most significant factor con-.rning neutron shielding (15).

(5) Alpha Particles. One of the immediate emissions
of an atomic explosion is the alpha particle. An alpha parti-
cle has a very small effective range, a few inches only, and

* is dangerous 3 personnel c.ly when it is inhaled or ingested.
• As far as immediate effects of an atomic explosion are concerned,

the alphL .article is not considered a design problem (4).

(6) Beta Particles. One of the immediate emissions
of a.. atomic explosion is the beta particle. A beta particle
has a very short effective range, a few feet only, and is
dangerous to personnel only when it is in contact with the
skin or when it is inhaled or ingested. As far as immediate
effects of an atomic explosion are concerned, the betF partiole
is not uonsidered a design probl-m= (4). Fallout is another

. matter; beta particles are sipnIfIcant in connection with
fallout.

(7) Fallout. Fallout ie the effect of the secondary
phase of a nuclear explosion. Radioactive particles from a nu-
clear explosion are carried a-,_ft by the force of explosion.
The!e particles settle to the ground at such a slow rate nor-
""rally that most of their radioactivity has dissipated before
tney fall to earth. However, if the same particles become at-
tached to soil particles drawn up into the radioactive cloud
or if radioactivity is induced into the soil particles by neu-
trons, the phenomenon known as fallout occurs. The contamliattd

• , soil particles are considerably heavier than the radioactive
. .. particles wind oettle , the ground more rapidly. Shese soil

particles can be borno great distances by winds and still be

-CONFIDENTIAL
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highly radioactive. When they eventually settle, they am
still. caable of contaminating an area for days, even weeks.

L This long contamination period requires an extensive shelter
duration time plus means of preventing entry of fallout parti-
cles.into the shelter.

One sourne (16) of particular nterest state.
t hat a person standing 5.. an open field, uniformly contaminated
with fallout, receives 5'j percent of his radiation from the
fallout which is over 25 feet away from him. From this state-
"ment, it appears that one can obtain greater than 50-percent
protection against fallout by gotting below the ground surface.

PuFllout s..%nsist% mostly of two effects, gamma
rays and beta particles. be gama ray is the main problem In
fallout. The energy of the fallout gamma ray is lower than the
energy of the prompt gamma and, therefore, is protected against
more -.asily. The average energy for gama rays from fallout is

0,7 Mav (IT)-

The alpha particle is another effect of 01iWt;
however, its properties are similar to the beta particle and
are of lesser danger. Protection against beta particles is

*' more than sufficient for protection against alpha particles.

(0) During Operation CASTIE (18, 19), awe
"people were subjected to umexpected gamma and beta fall. ut.
Beta fallout vas dengerous only on the skin and when inha id
or ingested. The inhaled amount was small because most of the
particles were stopped at the nostrils or In the mouth. How-
ever, the aiount ingest-A waa of Importance because of contami-
nated particles swallowed directly and because of contaminated
food and drink. Exposed skin aso da&o-ged by "beta burn" which
is a comb•ition of beta particles and low energy, I to 100 key,
gamma rays. There was no akin burn under clothing except where
the radioactive material was carried by perspiration or body
motion under a collar or cuff. Skin burn occurred only when
the particles came into direct contact with the skin. The
whole body dose of gamma radiation from particles distributed
on the ground, trees, and buildings vao approximately 200r in
this particular instance. It was stated (19) that for well
clothed pcIrýonncl in a fallout field, the gamma dose will bt

* the critical effect in determining the time of entry into, or
period of exlosure within, such an area. The clothing in this

* case, even a single layer of cotton provided almost complete
protection against "oeta burn." (0)

c. Chemical Warfare Agents. The problem that "gas war-
fare" pirsents is not easily solved especially in emergency or

CON PMENTIAL
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InprovIsed shelters-. tomplete protection against choking gases,
v vomiting gases, end some of the blood. gases, 4an be obtained t "roU&h

• the protective gas mask. However, blister gases, nerve gases, and.
some blood gases not only require the protective mask but also re-

. •quire protective clothing because they are harmful to skin or are
capable of entering the body through the skin and causing fatalities.
The only other protection against these gases is a closed shelter
with filtered ventilation, preferably with a positive interior pres-

* sure. Mechanical ventilation is not considered ini the de~siga of
these emergency shelters; however, some protection can be provided

- by sealing entrances and vents. This limitcl protection will be
brought out in the section on entrance design (20).

d. Biological Warfare Agents. The problem that "germ
"warfare" presents is not easily solved, especially in emergency or
"improvised shelters. ?ne protection necessary consists of complete
sealing of the shelter from any exterior contamination. It would be

"preferable to have the-interior air pressure greater than atmoepherip.
The limited protection afforded by sealing will be brought out in the

. j section on entrance design,(20).

5. Shelter Design -ompone s. The term "emergency shelter"
as used throughout this report is defined as a shelter capable of
being erected swiftly with commonly available meang and materials,
Sei. e., an improvised personnel shelter. The components to be con-
sidered in the design of emergency personnel shelters are discussed
"below.

a. Earth Cover. Earth cover is one of the moot readily
available, cheapest, and valuable protective materials for shelters.

Damage to structures is less severe when they are

covered by even a small amount of earth (-1).

The many advantages of setting the top of earth cover

*~i at natural grade far outweigh additional costs (22).

In designs of field defenses for an atomic war, ver-
tical faces projecting above ground level should be avoided. If it

* in impossible to keep everything flush with the ground, then the

face of everything above ground level must be sloped off to an angle
" •of leas than 35 degrees from horizontal.

SS The regime of forces applied to the surface of an
earth-covered structure is extremely complex, both from point to
"point over the surface of the structure at any given inctant and in
the time variation at any given location. Furtherwre, the response
of even relatively simple structures to complicated loads is a dif-
ficult analytical problem. It is thus commonly unprofitable to

A(
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attempt a detaIle& analysis, of so coupUx a. pr-blme. There isj.
.4 " therefore, a strong impetus for the use of' simplifications which

"will permit relatively easy (even though approximate) solutions (23).

The parameters which control effectiveness of earth
cover in protecting structures agaiust damage produced by the blast
from atomic explosions involve properties of the earth cover, proper-

= I. ties of the structures, and the inter-relation of the two. The inter-
relation is of major importance. The parameters are discussed sepa-

z rately for purposes of logical presentation (24).

In general, earth cover reduces blast damage to a
structure in several ways. First, it reduces the forces applied to
the structure, both because the shape of the earth cover Vi11 ordi-
narily reduce the forces exerted by blast and because those forces
which are applied to the surface of the earth are transmitted in re-
duced intensity to structure surfaces which are below the earth sur-
face. Second, the earth cover actsto modify and, in general, improve
response of the structure to forces applied to it. This improvement
"in response of the structure is accomplished primarily by buttress-

'.. ing, i. e., resistance of the earth to compression by any ports of
Y the structure which tend to move outward, and secondarily by the in-

crease in mass which resists motion because of its inertia. It
should be noted that thene properties are functions particularly of
the interaction of the earth cover and the structure (24).

The shape of the top surface of the earth .cover has

a very great effect on the forces applied by air. blast and particu-
"larly has a major effect on the dissymetry of forces applied to the
windward and leeward sides of the earth cover. This is a major par.
ameter affecting the forces applied to a structure. Higher values

Sof elastic moduli, as controlled by choice of earth for the cover
and by compaction during the filling operation, have the beneficial
"effect that buttressing of the structure is Improved. Increase4
moduli vill generally also be associated with increased densityl
this, in turn, will have a minor benefit in adding to the effective
muss of the structure. On the negative side in the increased cost
ol' compaction. It is estimated that the cost of placing the earth
cover may well be increased by more than a factor of 2 by careful
compaction compared to no compaction whatever. Also, in the case of
very flexible structures, care must be exercised during compaction
to avoid collapse of the structure (24).

When the air blast from an explosion moves over an
earth-covered structure, loading of the structure surface due to

'.. . earth pressure will be less sudden than loading of the earth surface
due to air pressure for the following reasons. (1) Since the stress
at a point on the shelter surface derives from the loading on a rela-

' ', tively large area of earth surface, the earth pressure rise time is

S-, . ...... ... ... . ... ..... . -... . . . . .....- _ - . .. . . . .....~ - - .--- ..'..-.....*-. -.... .. .. .. . .



lengthened. because of the time required for the blast wave to. mve
-r this area and (2) the rise time of the earth pressua at the
' str•ucture surface is a~lso l henod due to the f velocjit of,'• •.transmission of stress in the earth cover. This lengthening of the
rise time is important where either the structure as a Vh~le or a
component element of it has a period of response which is less than

S •the resultant rise time of the earth pressure against it. Important
benefits from sn extension of the rise time exist only If the rise

SS. time can be extended beyond the time required for maxim= response
of the element under a shock load (24).

In the limiting case where there is no deflection of
the structure, earth pressure gages in the center section of a
structure should show somewhat longer rise times than corresponding
air pressure gages, but they should level off at approximately the
same value and, thereafter, follow the decreasing air pressure curve.
The side section earth pressure gages should show even longer rise
times than the center section (due to the greater thickness of earth
cover) and rise to a pressure considerably less than the correspond-
ing earth surface pressure. The shape of the curve after the rise
should approximate the shape of the decreasing air pressure curve (24)

For the case where the structure deflects, the mech.,
Z. anism becomes complicated. There are three effects associated with

"earth cover which will affect the force acting on the structure.
(a) Acceleration of the earth cover will reduce the force acting on
the structure by the force m a,. Later decelerat ion of the earth
cover will increase the force acting on the structure by the amount
m a2 . (b) As the earth cover follows thestructure surface, there
will be a mall flow of earth. The friction associated with this
flow will reduce the force acting on the structure. This appears to
have only a minor effect on the maximum force acting on the structure
(c) Another factor which will affect earth pressure at the structure
surface is the transmission of forces between different sepents of
the structure surface. The earth pressure curves for a deflecting
structure are affected by accelerations of the earth cover and the.,.' •i transm~ission of forces between different segments of the structure

surface. Therefore, except for cases where deflections are small,
it is to be expected that the loading history of te structure vil
be complicated and difficult to interpret (94).

Extensive tests have indicated the thickness of var..
I'uo materials required to resist blast and fragments of H. E. bombs.

The majority of tests were made on the basis of protection against
500-1b, GP bombs. Protective thicknesses adequate for protection
against all types of bombs at a distance of 40 ft are given in Table
IX. These thicknesses ray be regarded as providing 95-percent pro-
tection tt 25 ft. provided structural continuity and good quality
construction are maintained (1).
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Table IX. Required Thicknesses of Msterla3.U -To Protect against Frsiqpts and Blast of

Various Size GP Bombs at a Distance of h0 Ft

size OF Thickness in Inches
Bomb Mild Steel Concrete Block Packed Earth Sandbags

*100Tlb 1 16 20 211
250,o lb 20 243 30

-. 500 lb 2 21 '30 36
1.000T lb 28361,
2000 b 3 32 .12 51

NOTE: These thicknesses are 95 percent effective at a distance of
4'25 ft.

Tests conducted during Operation Teapot on earth-
* covered prefabricated amnunition-storage magazines used as personnel
.! shelters resulted in a conclusion that the design of earth-covered

"structures based on stress analysis was not possible under present
conditions and further effort in that direction was not advisable (25).

Propagation of shock waves through soil is a subject
"of special interest to the designer of shelters. The concept of a
wave being transmitted steadily in one direction or spreading out
from a point source is an idealized one. In practice, all raves
mo~ve in bounded media, and wherever boundaries of discontinuity are
encountered, reflection and refraction will occur resulting in more
or less complex wave patterns. The amo~t of energy reflected is
dependent on the contrast in acoustic impedances (i. e., product of
mass density by seismic velocity) of the soils on each side of the

. l boundary at which the reflection takes place. It is independent of
the side from which the incident wave approaches. Where there is

4. little difference in the elasticity and density between an overlying
and an underlying formation, there is little reflection. Gome re-
search has shown that a considerable contrast must exist in acoustic

• !properties in order that reflections of recognizable amplitude be
produced at the interface of two distinct media. If there is a sharp

""-.9difference in elastic mnd physical properties thereby creating an
actual discontinuity, much of the energy will be reflected from the
interface. In stratified materials possessing different characteris.
tics, the phenomenon of seismic reflection and refraction will occur.
The conditions are usually expressed in the relationship between the
radiation resistances or acoustic impedances of two adjacent media
since this factor controls the transmission of energy from one medium
to another, as well as the ratio of reflected to incident energy. If
,L two media. the specific acoustic impedances differ greatly, the

|.9
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energ t nwsritted fo one. medium to .the other is negligible and
almost perfect reflection winf occr. 'To satisfy the con8±t~1Im

"* ,, •?" fbr reflection, a definite change in compre"aity. or iU, donsity
must be made. Some examples of material with widely varied imped-
ances, compressibilities, and densities are solid rack, gravel,
plastic clays, sands, and loama.

The foregoing indicates that if earth cover cau be
placed in layers of widely varied impedances, it may greatly reduce
the tranomission of shock waves to the supportinS structure. ThJs

A., • factor is highly significant for protection against U. Z. shock
waves of short duration. It has been found e-Cfective as a means of
protection against conventional artillery attack. It has not been
evaluated by experiment with atomic weapons. It is anticipated that
pressure-rise time on a structure under atomic attack can be benef$-
cially controlled in t•is manner, but that it will have little ef-"5.. fect on peak pressure. A pressure pulse from an atomic explosion is
of such long duration as compared to the natural frequency of vibra-

"tion for most emergency shelters that it assumes many characteristics
of a static load. Hence, peak pressure is the controlling parameter.

The optimum design of an earth-covered shelter is
that design which will resist a specified blat load, be functionalI * before and after one exposure to atomic blast, rund be of miniums

! . cost consistent with these requirements. The most important parame-
ter affecting cost will be the specified clear span. This should be
held to a minimum. Yor example, enormous capacity could be developed
in a culvert section of 6-ft radius under 5 ft of cover. Such a
structure might be the most economical. The highest level of protec-
tion per dollar will be attained if the span of the arch is kept to

Y the minimum possible to accommodate the appropriate function of the
structure. Thickness of earth cover near the crown of the arch
should be determined by considerations other than protection agaisnt
airblast damage, radiation hazard, and missile hazard (24).

b. CoeSurt. One of the major problems encountered
"* 1. *in the design of emergency shelters iL support for the earth cover.

The cover support has to carry not only the blast loads but also the
static or dead load of the earth cover.

. IThe design of underground protective construction to
"5.. resist air blast from atomic bombs presents difficulties only where

the pressures are extremely high. In general, for low pressures,
20 to 30 psi, the amount of cover required for radiation protection
1is great enough so that the static strength of the structure required

I , to support the cover under the usual vorking stresses will generally
be sufficient to resist the dynamic forces. Special consideration,
however, may have to be given to the effects of very long duration
pulses of pressure resulting from the blast of extremely large bombs.

A ,l . . . .
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•.sone special consderation is required beause the reserve streat
i•. • required for normal design.under, static conditions would not be
" : sufficiet (26).

1". •One "must take into account the nature of collapse of
i •structural elements used in construction..-Wherever possible,, one

S~should use materials and types of fabrication that permit absorption
Sof energy without brittle failure. Finally., one should take account.

•i:.i •of the fact that vibrations are likely to occur under dynamic condt-
i • tions and that reinforcement and anchorage-should be providedl to re-
"• •sist. the full effect of reversal in the elastic range., i. e.,, a

structure designed for downward loading may often be subjected to an
:•:• •upward 3oading consistent with an elastic vibration just equal to

S~the yield deflection of the structure. If the structure is not so
•' designed., it may suffer secondary collapse which may be serious (26).

•.. il.The upward pressures exerted on the bottom of buried
" •structures are of the same order of magnitude as the pressures on
the roof. A base pressure of about 3/4 the roof pressure appears to
be sufficient for design purposes untless the duration is extremely

Slong. This will take into account the absorption of pressure which
; ~produces acceleration of 'the top surface of the structure and of
: pressure which produces acceleration of the structure as a whole (26).

-•" • •Design criteria should be selected which correspond
to conditions at yielding or at limit behavior of the structure.

11V When collapse loads or limit loads are selacted., consideration should

;'o' "be given to the probable actual strength of the material under condi-
,"tions applying to the structure in practice. For very long pulses,,
, "the. structure should be designed for the pressures described above,,

• .acting as static pressures, for stresses at least i0pecnblo
those corresponding to general yielding. For structures at or very

•:: iclose to the surface,, the design stresses should be at least 20 per-
.:. , cent below those corresponding to general yieldinug (26).

';: I'.There is little evidence of dynamic arching in the

•! pressures acting on the roof of beam strips,, except where the de-
flection became exceedingly large. The arching begins to be effec-

S: rive after the deflections have reached values corresponding to
.• ! about 5 percent of the span. This amount of deflection would cor-
'" respond to failure in ordinary reinforced concrete construction of
i• ~the thickness that would be required for large pressures. For

. ~practical design conditions, ,it does not ceem advisable to count on
i•dynamic archin to reduce the design loads (27).

, For flexible structures, the buttressing effect of
"•:: the earth cover is a benefit of prime Importance. "Buttressing

• ; effect" is the informal expression used to describe the passive
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-eeittance O..the soiL to late=. displacement. No earth-covered

structure can move to leevard without overcoming this soil resist-

ance, and no arch or gable frame roof can be displaced Owmard at
i .the crown without overcoming similar soil resistance at each haunch"iii. (24).

(C) Tests were conducted on field fortifications
* . during Operation UPSHOT KNOTHOLE. The structures consisteO of eom-

mand posts., machine gun bunkers, and foxboles. The commnnd posts,
Fig. 1, and machine gun bunkers, Fig. 2, were typical structures,

" V •as in 'M 5-15, consisting of posts, caps, and stringers. The posts
"* • and caps were 8 by 8 timbers while the stringers were 4 by 14 timbers.

The structures were tested by two different shots. The initial shot
caused roof collapse in many of the command posts and bunkers. Col-
lapses were due to failure of the center cap which In turn caused
failure of the stringers. Failures of the machine guan bunkers were
not as numerous as failures of the counand posts. The explanation

*~ .for this difference is that the pressures within the bunkers were
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0 Fig. 2. Machine gun bunker.

-* twice the preasures within the command post, i. e., the machine gun
emplacement cover was subjected to a lighter load because of the
relieving pressure inside reaching a significant value in a shorter
time. Structural damage to covers of command posts and machine gun
emplacements was a result of blast-induced pressure difference be-
tween the top and bottom of the cover. The effect of dynamic or
wind pressure was much in evidence. For the command posts, damage
was limited to removal of part of the loose earth cover, whereas,
for machine guu emplacements whose cover structure was above grade"

I• level, the effects were multiple. Generally speaking, the dynamia
* pressures were effective in tearing the cover materials apart from

each other where they were joined, blowing away the loose materials,

and moving whole covers or parts thereof out of pisition (1o). (a)

fet asvey(C) The second shot which included a precursory ef-
Sfeet wa very damaging. Of all parts of the fortifice-tions that
had originally been above natural grade level, little or nothing

*• remained in place. The covers to machine gun emplacements could
not be identifled after the shot. Although the covers to command
"posts stood up better than the others, none remained intact. It

f CONFIDENTIAL
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appeared that the 8 by 8 center caps had failed first In horizonmtl
shear and then In bending at midsapn, and. that the end, cps had
failed in horizontaX shear on•Ty with a beginning failure- in either
bending or vertical shear. About 1/4 of the 8 by 8 timber posts

£ failed in compression, a few were driven slightly farther Into the
ground., and most were left leaning Inward to some degree (10). (a)

(C) Fortification covers located flush with grade
level are primarily damaged by diffraction-type loading. When the
covers are located above grade level, cover components may be ser.k iously disarranged by dynamic pressure; however, the physical
breaking of timbers and materials themselves is still a result of
diffrAction loading on the cover. Disarrangement begins to appear
at dynamic pressures as low as 0.7 to 1.6 psi and is dependent on
-the design and the quality of workmanship going into the joints and
fastenings. For both above and below grade covered fortifications,
the longer spanned, horizontal supporting members limit the strength
of the cover's resistance to diffraction loads. The posts support-
ing these caps are relatively invulnerable to damage from loads on

1 the cover; if the soil is at all stable, they are better sunk into
the soil than set on timber footings or spreaders (10). (0)
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(a) =Ap family-type abeltert vere tested &Win
Ope-ation. BUS=. One of theses, .19- 3x was IL coMletelY =nlo0ed
shelter of wood. It was of small capacity, four persons onXT, and
consisted of 2 by 4 studs and 2 by 6 roof joists with a val.1, floor,
"and roof covering of I by 6 sheathing. The joists were spaced at
3-3/4 in. and the studs at 16 in. The roof span was & ft. The roof

S* supported 3 ft of earth cover and, in addition, resisted peak pres-
sures of 15 Psi. (1). (c)

(C) A communal shelter, Fig. 4, consisting of 90-in.
inside diameter, 24 ft long, reinforced concrete pipe and 90-in. in-
side diameter, 30 gauge, 24 ft long, corrugated iron multiplate pipe
was tested during Operation BUSTER. The shelter covered with 3 ft
of earth withstood 25 psi overpressure (22). (C)

WALLE.D tdr,-WAF

Cor

-11&

-,o

Fig. 4. Comxzal shelter.

(C) Covered trench shelters, Fig. 5, vere teoted at
Operation TIIBLM . The trenches m-%re 2 ft wide, and the cover sup-
port was 2- by 12-in. planking overlapping the sides of the trench
by at least 2 ft. The cover was 2 ft of soil. In this particular
test, the 2- by 12-in. planking withstood 15 put but not 20 psi
(28). (C)
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'fA tw-- type of cover support to currently in use

•:,: in militay,/ fiteld fortifications. Revetment can be incorpmrted
•'•:Into this structure quite easily since the istructure provides ade-
". ! quate bra.cing. This structure con rait st of posts, cap*', and string-

;'," •eris vitb diagonal bracing, on the posts. The cover in this Case to
,,, [:supported, by stringers placed perpewtliular to the tabor shelter
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axis. These stringers, uhich are uniformly loadeds, act as imjrrle
Sbeema. The stringers in turn are supported by caps placed paratllel

to the major shelter axis. The caps act as single-span fixed-end

beams or multi-span beams. The cape in turn are supported by posts
which act as columns with one fixed end.' Further strengthening is
provided by a single diagonal brace between successive posts. This
brace is ordinarily eliminated when timber sheathing is used as a
reveting material and is supported by the posts. Transverse bracing
is provided across the top width of the shelters between opposite
posts and on a level with the caps. This brace reduces head room
but is necessary for rigidity. Usually, footings are not employed
for the posts; however) they may be necessary in very soft soil.

The foregoing structure can be designed in modular
section, Fig. 6, which then man be formed in multiples for larger
shelters. In a modular section, there would be provided four posts,
four caps, and the necessary stringers and diagonal braces. The
stringers should be placed in two or more layers in different direc-
tions to provide equivalent load distribution on the caps. In multi-

S* ple sections, all posts except the end posts and all caps across the
width of the shelter except end caps should be designed for twice
the load of the others. In multiple sectione, the modular units
could be placed adjacent to each other with a certain amount of
"fastening, but this would not provide the high continuity that

*:"• I•Fg. 6. Modular sectAows.

ei
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increastug the size ef posts and cape• at the Joints betWeen the mo&'-
lar sections would provide..

Testing conducted at Fort Belvror during 1956 and1957 gave indications that laminations within 5he cover support

vwoull be of definite value, particularly when subjected to dynamic
loads of short Iuration. The cover support consisted of kimplc
beams placed across an oen fortification and supporting ,18 in. of
earth cover. One structure was 4 ft square, unsupported span
length, and another vas 9 ft square. The smaller structure utilized
beams 6 in. deep, azd the larger one utilized beams 8 in. deep. A
comparison was made between 8- by 8-in. or 6- by 6-in. solid beams
and 1- by 6-in. or 1- by 12-in. laminated beams arranged in equiva-
lent depths. The 1-in. beams were placed at right angles in alter-
nate layers, giving a better distribut!on of point loading. A suf-
ficiently large charge of TOT was detonated on top of the earth
cover to cause failure of the beams. Failure of the laminations was
limited to the bottom two or thzee layer8. Results of the tests
showed that it required two to three times as great a charge to cause
failure in the laminations as it did to cause failure of the solid
beams. Testing also showed that a cover support consisting of multi-
ple saplings, maximum diameter 3-in., wvas very effective against high

r explosives. Correlattig the data from these tests with atomic blast
effects is not simple. Blast pressures from H. E. weapons vary as
the cube root of the ratio of the charge weighs. Therefore, even
though the charges were 250 to 300 percent greater, the peak pres-
sures were only 35 to 45 perceit larger. Also, blast duration tims
for H. E. weapons are extremely short as compared with atomic weap-
"one. However, these data do show that a laminated ýovarsupport
'would withstand the blast effects of an H. E. shell containing twice
the explosive charge that a solid timber cover support of equal weight
and thickness would withstand.

"N The "radiological shelter" requires sufficient thick-
ness of material in the shelter walls and roof to reduce the gam
radiation dose by a factor of 1000 or more. This would require at
least 3 ft of earth or its equivalent in other materials. Attention
would also have to be paid to det&ils of the entrances and ventila-
tion system to prevent fallout material from entering the shelter in
significant anounts. A "radiological shelter" will also provide com-
plete protection against the direct heat flash from detonation and
will also offer considerable protection against air blaat. In mst
cases, protection against a blast overpressure of 10 psi can be ex-
pected as a byproduct of the requirements for radiological proteo-

. tion. Very simple underground shelte-s constructed of samdbags and
wooden planks have been judged to povide blast protection againat
an overpressure of 10 psi (29).
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H. Revetment. A revetment is a. retaining wall or facing
F., for maintaining an earth slope at an angle steeper than its natural

angle of repose.

I'n loose or granular soil, measires must be taken to
prevent crumbling of walls when the position is to be occupied for

Smore than a few days. Decreasing the slope for this purpose de-
creases protection afforded by the emplacement. Revetments require
considerable labor and material, but they reduce maintenance and in-
.- • sure stability of the earth slope. Earth walls in entrenchments and
emplacements not only are subject to normal erosion processes and

* wear and tear of constant occupation,, but they must also withstand
heavy earth shock caused by explosion of bombs and artillery shells.
There are two types of revetments, the retaining-wall type and the
surface or facing type (30).

The retaining-wall type is strong enough to retain a
dirt wall without extra biacing or supports. Dimensions of the ex-
cavation must be increased to allow space for this type of revetment.
Examples of this type of revetment are sandbags, logs, and expedient
materials such as empty ration crates, empty shell cases, or wmnamni-
"tion boxes filled with soil (30).

Surface or facing revetment serves mainly to protect
the revetted surface from effects of weather and damage caused by
occupation. When strongly constructed and supported, revetment re-
tains loose material. Issue material such as burlap and chicken wire,
wire mesh, or corrugated metal sheeting could be used in constructing
revetments. When installed, these materials are held in place by
metal or wooden pickets 4ich are driven into the floor. Brush and
cut timber can be used as natural facing revetment. A brush revet-
ment is constructed by driving pickets at 1-pace intervals in the
trench floor. Space behind the pickets then is packed with small,
straight brush laid horizontally. A cut-timber revetment is the

*.•.. principal natural means of revetting foxholes and emplacements. It
in similar to the brush revetment, except that a horizontal layer or

.".. .... aml timbers cut to fit the length of wall to be revetted is used
in place of brush. When available, dimension lumber mey be used in
a similar manner (30).

Ordinary oendbage should be used only for temporary
revetting. Where bags are to be in place for a month or longer
under average moisture conditions, they must be rotproofed or filled

' with soll partly stablized with cement or bitumn. Sandbags are
"usually placed against earth walls with slopes 3 on 1 to 4 on l.and
with a thickness equal to two sandbag widths or one sandbaM length.
The aore then placed at 91 degrees to each other in alternate layers

"" (to@
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tt vas Prayiow]!$ stated that an~ eeononaicl degree Of
protecti.on against NL. . weapons has in the past been genera2l.U as-
tablished on the basis of a 500-lb, GP bomb detonating at a distance
of 25 ft. Three ft of sandbags and 30 in. of packed soil have proved

V• 95 percent effective at 25 ft and 100 percent effective at 40 ft
against blast and fragmentation (1).

' Revetment for protection of personnel may be providedL
• i• by piling sand bags filled with sand or earth stabilized with cement

to a height of 3 ft 6 in. The sand bags should be protected by
Searth sloped at 45 degrees (31).

pi.th Lateral earth pressures (produced by air pressures ap-
-plied st the top surface of the soil) exerted on vertical faces of a

buried structure are relatively smsll for well compacted silty soils
even when the vertical pressures are high. It appears that pressures
on the order of 15 percent of the vertical pressure are reached in
the horizontal direction for such soils. However, this ratio may be
higher for plastic clays or for granular materials such as sand and
would probably be much higher for material carrying water under pres-

- sure or for material with voids completely filled with water (26).

""() Revetment for some F(DA shelters consisted of
1 by 6 sheathing supported at 16-in, intervals by 2 by 4 stude.
During atomic tests at Operation BUSTER, this revetment withstood a
peak pressure of 15 psi on the surface. A revetment consisting of

chicken wire and tarpaper sheathing was adequate where the spacing
,-'4 -of supporting members was not too great. Reduction in rigidity of

" the shelter beceause of the substitution of chicken wire and tarpaper
: -, : for 1-in. wood sheathing is not considered serious in structures of

basic design. The use of unreinforced concrete-block walls as revet-
Smet is not reco -ended (21). (0)

- . n e. (C) At Operation T•BLER, some trench shelters with
unrevetted walls were subjected to various blast pressures. Soil
structure was a major factor in determining how well the shelter
walls withutood blast effects. At one position where the soil otruc.

S: ture was fairly good, the walls held at 18.5-psi overpresourel at
another position where the roil structure was poor,* the sides of the
shelter gave way at only 3.9 psi (28) (0)

1,-;(0) A number of field fortifications were tested at

Operaetion LTSHOT-KNOTIIOLE. These tests Included various types of
... -re.•tcnent. All the revet~rents were constructed with a few inches of

very looce, fine earth backfill between them and the solid earth
* walls. Although this loose material may have acted as a buffer, the

effect wes not apparent. The various revetments were chicken wire
and burlap, chickenwire and pasteboard, corrugated metal sheeting,

-'plywood, 1 by iD timber, and 4 by'4 timber. Results of tests
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indicated that these diaphragm-type revetments mar be swcessf•v1
used at ranges from air burnts where the peak overpressures are
about 25 psi provided that care is taken to attach them adequately
to supports spaced about 2J 't apart and provided that they are not
depended on to add strength or stability to the overall basic struc-
ture, Considering general strength, simplicity of construction, an&

V dependebility, the 1 by 6 and 1ý by 4 timber revetments are superior
to the others. Rigidly supported at about 3-ft intervals, a 4 by 4
timber revetment appears to have sufficient strength to stand up at
"a range from an air burst where the peak air overpressure is approX-
"imately 300 psi (10). (C)

Sandbags can be used as a revetting material provided
"they are protected from direct exposure to thermal rays. Sandbags

* covered with small amounts of loose earth are not damaged.

A :There is little information available from past tests
on the reaction of various types of revetment to an atomic explosion.
It has been generally concluded that all normal types of revetweat
are adequate for military use, that revetted fortifications can be

"".i located at much 61oser distances to ground zero than unrevetted fort-
4, ifications can, and that soil structure is a major factor determining

how well unrevetted walls will withstand a blast (10).

Because of the unknown nature of the transmission of
shock wave through earth and of the loading of structures by such

a wave, required revetment strength is based more on experience than
theoretical calculation. In general, the forces applied to revet-
ments have been considerably less destructive than those applied to
cover structure by a blast, and relatively light revetment construc-
tion has been successful (10).

*" V (C) Wooden shelters tested in Operation BUSTER with-
,' stood 15-psi peak overpressure. The revetment was 1 by 6 sheathinZ

supported by P. by 4 studs spaced at 16 in. (ai). (C)

d. Entrances. The entrance is one of the more difficult
problems in shelter design. This report does not encompass the de.
sign of blast-resiatant doors although their design is very similar
to that of cover support. The apparently critical item which most

* blast door designs for improvised shelters have indicated under test
is the door supporting frame. Many failures of doors have not been
of the door itself but rather of the door frank or support. Perti-
nent items in the &-sign of entr~nces will, be brought out in the
,succeeding paragraphs.

Entrances 2 ft 6 in. in width and 5 ft. 6 in. in clear
height will accommodate stretchers for reaecue work. Ramp entrances

*. should not be steeper than one in four.

'P 4. 4 ;CONMIOENHTIAL
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Provision of emergency exit.- is important, an& at

least one emergency exit must be provided .f6r every communa! shelter.
-, Emergency exits should be located in the opposite end from the

entrance (32).

A test was made to determine the possibility of one
.person passing another in an emergency exit of circular cross sec-

"tion. A 2-ft 9-in. diameter steel pipe was used. One person was
6 ft tall and weighed 210 lb and the other one was 5 ft 9 in. tall
and weighed 185 lb. Since the two persons were able to pass each

* +.+•other, it was concluded that a pipe 3 ft in diameter should be ade-
* .quate as an emergency exit (33).

The slope of ramps should not be steeper than one in
"eight, and the slope of stairs should not be steeper than two in
three (1).

Entrances for protection against CBE attack should
be walled-in passageways fitted with double doors or gasproof cur-

*: tains about 9 to 12 feet apart. The double doors create an air lock
to reduce agent seepage into the shelter; more than one air lock in
series will give increased protection. It is desirable to'Mave airt .locks or doors around a corner from each other and to have two corn-
ers or right angles in the entrance tunnel. This tunnel should pre-
ferably slope upward to prevent the flow of heavier-than-air gases
into the tunnel. Slanting frames are built for gasproof curtains,
and the curtains are weighted to hold them in place. Two entrances
may be desirable. Each of these should be provided with a pail of
soapy water and a brush for cleaning the boots of personnel entering
the shelter (20).

(C) During Operation BUSTM, a number of FCDA ahel-
"ters, Fig. 3, were tested. Above-grade entrance construction was
badly damaged, particularly where the entrances were not fully pro-
tected by earth cover. Greatebt damage was suffered by entrances
facing the blast. Two similar shelters at the sane distance from
ground zero gave different interior gamma doses. The shelter with

-' the entrance facing ground zeizo received 60-percent greater gemma
radiation than the shelter with the entrance oriented 90 degrees to
the radial line from ground zero. In below-grade shelters, entrance
"construction which was above the natural grade was almost completely

- , blown away. The entrances of all structures were considerably-weaker
than the shelters proper (21). (C)

;I., * Previous investigation has shown that the entrancei I : construction of most structures has been considerably weaker than

the structure proper and has been almost invariably the limiting
'factor in blast resistance. Ocorching of parts of entrances not

directly exposed to thermal radiation has indicated reflection of

,CON F'MENTIAL
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: 2however, those entrances requiring t least•t..
reflections of thermal radiation have successfully shielde&dthe in-
terior from high values of thermal radlation. The design and con-
struction of entrances has tended to be slighted.. The proper con-
struction of entrances is as important as that of any other part of
a fortification (10).

(C) During Operation BUSTER, a communal shelter,
Fig. 4, shaped in the form of an H was tested under atomic effects.

: Double-ramp-type entranceways were the legp of the H, and the shel-
ter proper was the crossbar. The prihcipal axis of the shelter was
perpendicular to the radial line from ground zero. Scatter gamma
radiation through the entrances was found to vary by a factor of 5j
there was a minimum at the center of the shelter and a maximum 3 ft
from the entrance. Two successive shots gave increased radiation

. - by factors of 3 and 2. The relative increase in dose was believed
to be due to removal of cover over the shelter proper. Surface
gamma intensity for the three shots varied from 13,00Or to 70,000r.SThree ft from the ends of the interior of the shelter, gaa inten-

W sity varied from 388r to 880r. The increase in intensity of radia-
tion near the open ends clearly dictates the need for baffling or
shielding against scatter radiation. Reflected blast pressures
within the shelter were 2 to 4i times as large as surface pressures
with the exception of one shot which gave interior pressures only
slightly larger than surface pressures. The lower pressures from
this shot are attributed to earth swept into the ramps from the
previous shots and occupying 20 to 30 percent of the shelter entranceopening. This reduction of the opening functioned as a restriction
to the flow (22). (C)

(C) During Operation UMSIO -KNOTHOLE, two AEC group
shelters with special entrance designs were tested for effectiveness
against nuclear radiation. The shelters were 48 feet of 90-in. I. D.
pipe, buried 3 feet with cne end closed. Entrances were parallel to
the axis of the shelters which gave two 90-degree turns into the
bbelter proper. One entrance was a double ramp, Fig. 7, and the

CIAMBER

RAM RAMP

Fig. 7. AEC group shelter.
NI CONrtENTIAL
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S(C) During Operfitton TIZAPW. a reinforced concrete
g•• roup shelter, Fig. 9t vf~th a tcapicity Of 50 persona was. st~beated

S~to the effects of two atomid veapons. This shelter was designed as
S" a completely closed, ventilated tyr resas.at to long-duration

blast pressures wi'th 1,O0-ps" maximum overpressur-e. It was tested
b ~both as a closed an, an an open shelt•er. The entrance to the ohel-
,,, •:ter war, a stairway with two 90-degrxe turns. The surface entrance
. • to the stairway use3 flush with the ground surface and thus avoided
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pi.9 rupsetr
hig rflete prssre hihavetDicaG d6oorwudhveprecd

open ~ ~ ~ i. .Gru shelter. am aito f2,0r ttesraefrteW

the shrot 90-datenuree tuo wapploiatelyd5~ at the ftiirwa landinghfa

15ran e.ito the shendlterng proper. wihen the shelter waroterte D1.a

rectly below an opeu ventilation pipe, a total of 50r was measured.
Gamma radiation of 57,000r at the surface for the seconid shot waz
attenuated to approximately 50,OOJOr at the first landing, 900r at
the second landing, and 60r within the shelter proper. Blast atten-.
uation was considerably less. Surface blast overpressures of 4T and

* ~92 psi for the same two shots were attenuated to 26-37 psi and 614-714
psi, 'respectively, within the shelter proper. Apparently., there was
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no entry of reflected thermal eneray.lAto the shelter pVoer; -bair-
"- , ever, heated air of hi& temperature, 150-350 C, did ente=. The

"h"Ih temperatures were of such short duration that only the fur of
test anir-•1s was singed. When the shelter was tested as a closed
shelter, there was no damage from outside overpresoures of 47 and
92 psi or from thermal effects. Gemma attenuation was excellent.
On one shot, 8500r just below the door was attenuated to less than
Ir within the shelter proper. On another shot, 25,500r just below
the door was attenuated to 1 to 2r within the shelter (35). (C)

",' (0) Thermal energy measurements at Operation BUS=
indicated that soil would reflect only a small amount of thermal
energy. Measurements were made in a fopchole, 6 by 2 ft wide and
! ft deep. Eighteen cal/cm2 was measured on the rear wall of the
foxhole. Only 1.3 cal/cm2 was measured on the front wall. Measure-
ments on the side walls indicated no significant energy. This data
indicates that a soil-lined entranceway will admit only a small
amount of thermal energy if one or two bends are incorporated (12). (a)

"(C) The very long duration of an atorilc blast wave

Insures that pressure rise inside a surface shelter with open door
* vwill be comparable with that outside. If the door area is small.,

however, compared to cross section of the shelter, pressure rise In-
side the shelter will be gradual. For a given volume, therefore, a
shelter in the form of a long narrow tunnel would rresent the great-
est hazard (36). (C)

* : (C) During Operation UPSHOT-KNOTHOLE, testing was
conducted on a gable-shaped group shelter, Fig. 10, constructed of
concrete punels. This structure was covered with earth ceveral feet
deep. Access to the doors and air inlets was by means of corrugated
metal pipe through the cover. The pipe to the air inlets was 24 in.

. in diameter. The pipe to the entrance was 72 in. in diameter except
*, for the small section nearest the doorway which was 100 in. in diam-

eter. This pipe contained one right-angle turn. The door in the
entrance was blast resistant. The shelter was subjected to blast
pressures varying from 7 to 11 psi. The structure was only slightly
damaged, although blast entered the air intake and destroyed the

* filtering units and blew over sow interior partitions (37). (C)

(C) During Operation UPSHOT-KNC0THOW, dogs were
*": placed in communal shelters and exposed to the blast effects of two

-.• atomic detonations. The shelters, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, were large
pipe covered with earth. Entrances were ramp type containing two
"right-angle turns into the shelter proper. For the initial shot,
the ramps were oriented parallel to the direction of the blast wave;

' for the second shot, the ramps were oriented perpendicular to the
direction of the blast wave. The two principal conditions affecting

* :, " pressure vithin the structures were outside overpressure and
-'1
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Fig. 11. Communal shelter.

S jE SHEL-rER PROPER

,., rRAMP

N

* ••Fig. 12. Co•munal shelter.

orientation of the entrance ramps with respect to direction of the
"blast wave., In addition, it appeared that volume of the structure
"with respect to entrance area was such that little or no reduction
in peak overprcssure would occur. The outside peak overpressures
were 12 psi and 13 pai, respectively, for the initial and second

* shots. rrom the initial shot (ramps aligned parallel to direction
4' of blast), the animals sustained marked blast damage (hemorrhages
'" • in lungs dnd abdominal organs), three dogs were ataxic, and two

dummies were violently displaced. From the second shot (ramps
"v aligned perpendicular to direction of blast), no significant in-

juries to the animals were found and the duimies were minimally
'" displaced. The greater damage was caused by the smaller peak out-

!:• side pressure. Rather violent displacements resulting In signifi-
cant secondary injuries may, therefore, be anticipated in occupants
of such shelters where entrances are aligned parallel to the direc-

," tion of the blast wave (38). (G)

.I During and prior to World War II, relatively simple
devices were used to protect against the blast of U. E. bombs and

shells. For instance, almost any type of overlapping baffle wall

is effective in protecting a door, and a simple bend or offset is
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usuýLlly sufficient Ato protect' a duct against an 1. R. blast vhieh.
..a generally characterized-by a very short wave length compared to
the size of the protecting devices. However, the long wave length
of an atomic blast completely envelops and fiL'.s these simple pro-
tection devices before the positive phase he.c passed, thus render-
ing them relatively ineffective (39).

I0
AJ

' •

*: :: wv,

,,Fig. 13. T-"ahaped double stair~y entrance.
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(G) Mme primary purpose of the. UPS 4NKfOTW pu
ect was to obtaln. information on, the behavior of shock waves In en-
tranceways, and to study attenuation of such shock waves in entranfe-
ways of practical design incorporating baffles and turns. The two
entranceways which were included in the tests were rather simple In
"design. Entranceway A, Fig. 13, was a T-shaped double stairway.
Entranceway C, Fig. 1i4, had only one stairway, but it had six right-

* :.. •' "angle beuds. Location of the blast doors in the two entranceways
was determined: by two primary c)nditions: (1) the door should not

"* C"
4. - ,...

Fig 14 Snl tiwyetuc,, .af..d
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be exposed to the direct effect of the shock wave, and (2) the door
shoulA be placed. s that. it would not te hurled through the structure
in the event of failure. Therefore, the blast doors were placed at
the structure end of the entrance; in addition, one right-angle
bend was placed between the door and the shelter proper. Records

from the gages in the entranceways were verj irregular when the
• ,shelters were subjected to a peak surface overpressure of 21 pat.

In general, pressures measured in Entranceway A (T-shaped) were
higher than those in Entranceway C (baffled), and pressures in both
were higher than outside pressure. The average maximun pressure
near the steel door in Entranceway A was approximately 75 percent
higher than the peak external pressure; the. average maximum pres-
sure near the steel door in Entranceway C was 35 percent higher thai
the peak external pressure (39). (0)

(C) If an entranceway is restricted in size and
f leads to an extremely large chamber, it nmay act as a ventilat~ing

duct, and pressures in the chamber can be computed. Whatever ba?-
flea or turns and corners are provided in the:entranceway, dicta~tes
of economy are such that total length of the entranceway -canot be
much longer than that required for access to the surface from the

* structure. It is probably always cheaper to provide a resistant
door to the shelter than it is to provide a very c~aplicate4 en-
trvzcevey. For the major part of the time of the shock for . moder-
ate or large size bomb, the entranceway ejad doorways leading off the
entranceway are subjected to pressures corresponding to those iu the
air in the general region of the structures. It does not seem poosu-
ble that entranccvays which do not involve major changes in cross-

* ttýction through their lengths can provide any material attenuation
of -a shock wave pasing through them. AL. entrancevay with a series
of expansion chambers and owtfaces from which reflectiorns can be ob-
tained, so as to "choke" the passage between one expuasion chatsber
4ad the next, may provide for a major attenuation. However, such a
passaeway m•gtht be much more expensive than a simple door at tbe
entrance. Novertheless, this kind of pas•anway may increase mate-

"ridaly the time of rise to waximum presaure acting on a door at the
Kf the p•auga~ y. A chtvraoterlstic Indicating passage of shock

into and through the passageway to the farthest point, a re:flection,
"and a passage back to the entrance shows roughly through all the
records. Maximum pressures occur in this reflected shock wave where

,,. it re-nforces the primary pressure wave, The =agnitudxe of the mail-
"mum refleted p-essure It approximately twice the peak outside pr.s-
.ure which enters in the first place. Pie entranceways tested would
have been extremry effective for H1. E. veapons or, in fact, for Any
short-duration shock waves. Their etfectiveneos for longer-duration
pulses decreases, and it is queptlooable whether any ty.e of en-
tranceway would be capable of "breaking up" a shock or of reducing
the pressures on doorways below the external pressure for a wv,-pon
of large size vhich produces a shock wave of long duration (39). (C)
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Fig. 15. Plan view - Swedish entrance.

A multiple blast-trap-type entrance, Fig. 15, is
currently viewed with favor in Sweden.

ee. Blast Walls. Blest walls cre designed to protect an
entrance to a shelter from fragmentation and blast waves. They are
utilized with entrances which open above original ground. Such r%
wall is particularly effective against H. E. weapons although the
some results can be accomplished by a bend in the entraniceway. The
kI.. g duration of atomic blast pressures makes the blast wall quite

ineffective against atomic blast waves; however, it is effective
against missiles. The incorWoration oi bends in entranceways, ap-
parently considered essential in atomic shelters, will render blast
walls unnecessary. Blast wa3ls can to a large extent eliminate the
entry of drag forces from an atomin explosion into the entranceway;

* *



however., U3hey may -cause a.reflectioni into the eutraneeway vhen the

Sblast waves come frm another direction.

f. Ventilation and Capacity. Ventilation of emergency
or improvised shelters will of necessity have to be natural. Me-
chanical ventilation of some type may be incorporated at a later
date if and when necessary. Shelters may be closed or open. Venti-lation will particularly affect the number of personnel which may

2 occupy any size shelter.

I [Because fallout may require occupants to remain in a
Ishelter for a number of days, at least 10 sq ft and 65 cu ft of

* space per person should be provided with room for at least half of
the occupants to lie down at one time. Whenever feasible,up to 15
or 20 sq ft per person should be provided. Mecbanital ventilation
with filtered air is not considered essential for small shelters.
During an emergency, the door of a small shelter can be opened oca
casionally to replace the air. A small vent pipe through the roof

S,"terminating in a raincap will help to remove stale or contaminated.
air (40).

The most important characteristic affecting shelter
costs is the number of square feet of shelter space to be allotted
per occupant. This factor depends in turn on the maximum time the
shelter must be odcupied. Studies at the U. S. Nava. Radiological-
Defense Laboratory indicate that under fallout conditions, shelters
iwill be occupied at least three days and for as long as two weeks
under some circumstances. It is recommended that shelters be de-

"" signed for a two-week occupancy even though the "average" shelter
stay may be somewhat shorter than a week. Since, according to avail-
able literature, no actual teats have been made of shelter habita-

Sbility as a functlo4 of the area allotted each occupant, only approx-
Simate estimates of space ,equirem,,nts can be given (29).

"As a first approxiwtion, each occupant must be as-
.- J signed sufficient floor space in which to sleep plus his ahare of

the space required for food, water, aisles, e t c. A space require-"ment of 20 eq ft per person is arrived at in the following vny.
Each pe•'son in allocated an area of 15 sq ft for living and sleeping.
This area is approximately the size of a standard army cot 2j ft
;Ide by 6 ft long. Space requiretents for food ame based on the

"Arm Food Packet, individual Assault I.A. A case containing 24 meals
occupies approximately 1 cu ft. Assuming that cases can be stacked
six high on the average, each sq ft would contain a two-week supply
of food for three people. This amounts to 0.3h sq ft per parson.
Army Field Utunual 5-314 states that one-half gallon of drinking water
iii the minimum per person per oay for nu longer than three days. One
gallon is recommended. This amount contains come allowances for
cooking and personal hygiene. Allowing l gallons of potable water

'.. '.
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*_ •eperrson an& assuming that the potable water, tank is 4 ft high,
*"the floor space requiement per person is O.147 sq. It. Adeqate.

S... toilet space den be provided on an area of 0.32 sq ft per person.
Certain control operations must be carried out in the shelter.

* These functtons will use 0.5 sq ft per person. Passageways are
necessary for the movement of personnel. The total of these re-
quirements is 19.63 sq ft or- approximately 20 ft per person. These
space requirements are summarized in Table X (29).

Table X. Personnel Space Requirements

Space Requireg d Per Person in Shelter*
Area

- (sgft)
Living and sleeping 15.00

"Food for 2 weeks 0.34
Water for 2 weeks 0.47
Toilet space 0.32

' Operating space 0.50
Passageways 3.00

Total required 19.63A

*-Notes: * Table based on using floor for sleeping. If double-decked
sleeping arrangements are provided the space requirement
in 10.38 sq ft.

-* This apace requirement is about twice that used by the
4 . FO•DA. On the other hand, it is about one-half the stand.

*, ard used in Army field shelters.

* Since shelter costs are heavily dependent upon the
space requirement, it would be very important to reduce the space
requirement to a minimum. This can be done by sleeping the occu-

* pants in 3hifts or by providing double- or tripledlecked sleeping
-facilities using a simple canvas-covered pipe frawe. The figure

1used in most shelter designs is about 10 sq ft per person. It ap-
pears important to conduct habitability teats to resoive the ques-
tion whether 10 sq ft is sufficient (29).

r ."Existing data indicate that shelter costs rise slovly
with increasing size of shelter. Therefore, the size of the indi-
vidual shelter should be determined by the maximum number of people
that can reach it in an acceptable length of time after warning of
attack. However, problems of morale and disc½piine can arise when
large groupa of people are assembled unde! trying circumstances.
Military experience ouggeats that group size should be restricted to

* 50 to 100 personu (29). J,

•ok
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;< A shelter can be coMpletelr closed., with no vcnt±•a.-
tion whatsoever, for 15 hours when interior volume per person l• ±.

,4 Ileast 300 cu ft (29). '

For inactive personnel. In unventilated shelters, 1 cu
ft of air per minute per man is requi-ed. Table XI suggests dimen-
sions for unventilated shelters occupied by up to 50 men, the pract-

" I ! icable maximum.

K I"Table XI. Protective Shelter Requirements

I Number of 2• Hr Kir Requirements Suggested Dimensions (ft)

IOccupant (cu ft), Length Width Height

1 150 7 '7
15 225;0 20 3.5

, 30 1450 29 18 9
.50 7500 34 23 10

(C) A test of various ventilating ducts was conducted

during Operation UPSHOT-KNOTHOLE. Six different vent designs were
utilized in the test. Two of the vents were 6-1n. straight pipe, one
of which had a T-shaped entry while the other'had a 180-degree bead
entry. A heavy-duty muffler-type blast baffle was Incorporated ino
a 6-in. pipe with a T-shaped entry to form the third vent. The
fourth vent was the Swedish rock grille which consistea of a concrete

" . box filled with cobblestones supported on bars extending across the
chamber. The interior chamber is 4 ft squa•- by 4 ft 6 in. deep.
The final two vents were 6-in. pipe containing a set of Chemical
Corps filters. Each set included one particulate filter and one
charcoal gas filter. Both vents had a T-shaped entry while one was
further protected by a Chemical Corps antiblast closure valve. The
ducts from the vents into the chamber were 6-1n. diameter with the

',. .exception of the one from the Swedish rock grille which was 12-in.

diameter. %he vents were subjected to a peak surface overpressure
Sof 21 psi. Measurements were made of the peak pressure in the vents-

and of the maximum sustained pressure within the vents and the abel-
ter chamber. Recorded pressures are shown ta Table X1I (39). (C)

:• ~CON FIOENTrIAL
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Table xII maxlimM vent Pressure& (a)

Gage Initial Peak Miaxtum "
Vent ocation (psi) (psi)

T-Sh aped Entry Duct 1o. 7.5
Chamber ,7.8

* a 1800 Ben& Entry Duct 11.4 7.6
Chamber 8.2

Swedish Rock Grille Duct 2.2 9"7
Chamber 11.2

Muffler Duct 4.7 5.0
*Chamber 5.2

Filters Duct 0.8 2.6
"Chamber 2.3

. Anti-Blast Valve and Filters Duct o.4 0.3
Chamber 0.3

- (0) The blast curves from the duct gages were
characterized by a very rapid rise to a peak pressure followed by a

-• rapid fall to a pressure less than half of peak, then a gradual rise
to a susta'ned maximum pressure followed by a gradual fall to zero,

1 eand then a negative pbase. The vent containing the filters and anti-
' '.. blast closure valve permitted only'a very small increase in pressure

indicating that the closure valve functioned correctly. These pres-
"sure-time curves show that all of the vents appreciably lengthened
the rise time in the shelter chancere and in some cases reduced the

wmaximum pressure by a large factor. However, a peak or spike oa-
curred in the pressure records for the ducts. The initial peak is
cauied by the shook front. It is followed by a gradual build-up in
prf aure to a maximum which is controlled by the resistance of the

yj yv .t to the flow of air. Since the chamber volume is largely rela-
- •t ive to the cross-sectional area of the duct, the chamber pressure

{I sgages do not show any evidence of an initial peak but build up grad.
-ully to a nmaximut. The =x1mum pressure as measured in the chamber
is usually slightly higher than that measured in the duct as would
be expected from consideration of the flow conditions. The two
straight pipe vents gave approximately the same results. The vent
pipe containing the muffler gave better results than the straight
pipes, while the two vents containing the filters were the most ef-
ficient, particularly the vent containing the closure device. A

- first glance at the Swedish rock grille would indicate that although
it is quite effective in preventing the entrance of the shock front,

"'" it presents very little resistance to flow in the latter stages of
the test. However, it must be remembered that the duct in this

,-' i C¢ONFIKAt,
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ch i • -w• IT In. In •dime ,eteerhl ets ,er•*-6. i. L .
a, •uneter..te, flow is1%hrottled or impede in its passage throua

the duct by an •mount dependent on the configuration of the duct.
Throttling of the flow through a ventilatinZ duct is obtained In

i* . part by the restriction in flow and in part by the obstacles or
baffles which are interposed. In other words, a 12-in. pipe will
permit considerably higher pressure to enter a structure than will

. a 6-in. pipe. The most effective throttling device appears to be a
quick-acting blast valve. However, such devices -are difficult to
make rugged enough for extremely high pressures. There is a ques-
tion, however, whether any type of throttling device except a quick-
closing valve will be suitable for extremely long durations of pres-

t ~sure (39). (0

For effectiveness against CM attack, the shelter
should be completely sealed. All vents, entrances, and exits must
be closed (20).

Table XIII. Minimum Ventilation and Space
Requirements for Protective Structures (1)

v..a." Maximum Type of Surface Floor Volume
. Location Period of Venti- Area per Area per Content

Occupancy lation Person Person per Person
.,(sq ft) (cu ft)

Above ground 3 Natural 50 6 0
Above ground 12 Natural 60 6 15
Below ground 3 Natural 30 6 50
Below ground 12 Natural 50 6 75
Above or 3 None 75 . 6 120

belov ground 12 None 100 6 350

The above figures apply to occupied space only; paoaageways,, ami-
tarY arrangements, entrancewaysi eta., are not included.

Table XIII contains recomnended ventilation and space
requiremants.

Shelters not provided vith collective protectora
should be used only by personnel who are to remain inactive during
occupancy. Since azn inactive man requires about 1 ou ft of air per
minute, the capacity of unventilated ahelterz is limited. Initial
air-space requiremcntz for shelters for not over 12 men ame 150 cu
"t per man (30).

*44. I CONFIDENTJAL
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•" "Ajrr locks are, intermediate chamibe'rs between the- Q€-

side and inside of shelters. They allow. passage into the shelters,
a while preventing interior contamination. The doors at each end of

the air lock usually are constructed with standard M1 gasproof cur-
tains. Details of the KI curtain are available in T4 3-350 (30).

(C) A special tarpaulin has been designed to provide
a prefabricated item which when used to cover foxholes, litter
patients, etc. will furnish protection against CBR attacks. It can

4also be used over an entrance as a drape or curtain to provide pro-> tection against fallout. It is composed mainly of impervious butyl-

coated fabric, but contains diffusion panels to provide filtered air
safe for breathing and to carry away carbon dioxide. Prefabrication
-of the arpaulin limits field installation merely to set up. All

,field sealing is accomplished by burying the edges of the tarpaulin
in the earth aroun. the foxhole (41). (C)

In surface and cut-and-cover shelters, enough fresh
air usually is obtained by keeping entrances open (30).

• Unventilated shelters require the following minimum
'.dimensions: floor area per person - 6 sq ft, volume per person -

50 cu ft, surface area per person - 25 sq ft. -. Whichever gives the
least accommodation should be the controlling factor. From the

* .above, it will be seen that even when the highest recomnended occu-
pancy is adopted, a shelter will be far from full, and shortage of
accommodation and lack of organization of personnel may result in
some degree of overcrowdign of shelters. A shelter designed for 50

% people and having a floor area of 300 sq ft might In a panic be
"packed to capacity with 300 people. Such. crowding could bring abdut

, •disastrous results (42).

V Natural ventilation by the occasional opening and
closing of doors will not allow an adequate change of air in the
shelter. Nor will It be practical to open and close the emergencyT
exits to provide cross ventilation. Mechanical ventilation for
small shelters *y be too costly in terms of the total expenditure
for shelter. Where economy and material become primary factors, a
reasonable solution to ventilation problems may be found in the use
of a few roof vents. When the several aspects of ventilation are
o onsidered with due regard for factors such as size of shelter, de-
gree of anticipated use, and length of time of expected occupancy,
the decision is not one which can be stated generally; but with the
various points before him, the planner can reach his own solution.

*...The factors which will determine the amount of rkir necessary for a
shelter are floor area, surface area (walls, floor, and ceiling),

4. volume of the shelter, and number of persons sheltered. Table XIV
4 gives minimum space requirements for providing reasonable comfort

in shelters (32).
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- Table xUV. Shelter Space Requiremnts

L Location Maxim=m Period Floor Area Surface Area Volume
of of Occupancy (sq It (sq ft/ (cu fth

. - Shelter, , (lir) p�roers rson person)

"Above ground 3 6 30 50
Above ground 12 6. 60 75

. Below ground 3 6 30 50
, Below ground 12 6 50 75

Note: The above figures are based on occupied space only; entrance-
.- ways, sanitary arra.gemeets, air locks, etc. are not included.

* 1.

For a given number of persons, the size of a shelter
j-is determined by three main considerations., floor space, breathing

space, and heat. In regard to heat, the total surface area, floor,
ceilings and walls, is the principal factor; in regard to breathing
space, the question is governed by Volume of the shelter and the air
supply to it. Floor space must be considered in relation to the pur-
pose and shape of the shelter. In smal= , private, domestic shelters
where the occupants wish to sit or sleep in comfort, a fairly large

* allowance of floor space per head is needed. In narrow shelters,
such as trenches or tunnels, space for a gangway is important (33).

N. The number of persons that can be accommoxdated In a
I •given shelter in safety and without distress depends mainly on the

following factors: the temperature to which air in the shelter is
raised during occupation, humidity of air in the shelter, the extent
to which air becomes charged with carbon aioxide, velocity of air
movement inside the shelter, and the temperature of the inner sur-

. f faces of the shelter. These factors depend, in turn, partly on the
heat, voisture, and carbon dioxide emitted by the people in the shel-

'.. ter, pextly on the prevailing weather conditions, and partly on the
characteristics of the shelter itself including the provision, if any,
for ventilation. A man in a state of slight activity, e. g., sitting

I down and talking quietly or playing cards, emits about 400 Btu per
7.: hour and about 0.6 cu ft of carbon dioxide per hour. Since the spe-

lcfic heat of air is very low, the greater part of the heat emitte4
by the occupants must be taken up by and transmitted through the

S.walls of the shelter, unless high rates of ventilation can be pro-
vided. In most cases, the latter will not be possible; it is,
therefore, of utmost importance that the total surface area of the
shelter be adequate to transmit this heat at such a rate as to pre.
vent too great an increase in temperature of the air in the shelter.
"In order to assist this process of heat transfer, it is desirable
that the walls of the shelter should be of solid construction and

ft~~t..*b'~4% * ~ * ***.......... * .4 '4
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not mde from mteriasia of'liov thermal conductivity and IMo spe•if-c
beat, such as wood or asbestos paneling. Fu rther, the wafll of am

,, underground shelter, particularly if they are in contact with the
solid soil, are likely not only to have reasonably good thermal con-
ductivity but also to remain at a fairly low temperature throughout
the year (33).

The concentration of carbon dioxide reached in the
"shelter in a given time depends on the presence or absence of veati-
"lation and on "the cubic capacity of the room in relation to the num-
ber of occupants. Experience shows that with a mixed population,
containing elderly people and children, the carbon dioxide concen-
tration should not normally exceed 2 percent for any length of time,
This condition can be met either by providing ventilation or by en-
suring an adequate amount of air-space per head in an unventilated'.•:"shelter (33)-

SFrom the foregoing, it will be seen that the two over-
riding considerations in deciding whether a particular shelter will
accommodate a given number of occupants are: (1) that the shelter
has a sufficient amount of surfac area per occupant ID-ensure dissi-

- ,pation of bodily heat without causing too great an increase in the
* temperature of the air in the shelter (2) that the shelter either

.. ,.• lihas a sufficient rate of ventilation or has a sufficient amount ofair-space per occupant to prevent the carbon-dioxide concentration

I from rising above 2 percent during the contemplated period of ocCU-
pation. It will be noted that the question of humidity has not been
explicitly considered in defining these over-riding considerations.
This is becase a resting man can tolerate a higher relative humidity
if the temperature is not too high. The discomfort caused by high
relative humidity associated with high temperature, or what amounts
to the s•an thing, a high "wet bulb" temperature, can, however, be
greatly mitigated by providing a rapid rate of air movement. For
this reason, the provision of internal fans in a shelter will great.
J.y i-.rov* comfort even in the absence of ventilation (33).

For unventilated) gas-tight, above- or below-grounwd
shelters of normal dimensionus the total surface are& required per
person is as follows: 3-hr occupation - 75 sq ft3 12-hr occupation -
"100 aq ft. A normal dimensional shelter has its length, width, and
height approximately equal. If the surface aiea relative to cubic
capacity is abnormally large as for instance in narrw trenches,

-'; consideration of cubic capacity and air composition may become more
"important than surface area and vice versa. The high proportion of
surface area of a trench compared to the volume of air-space gives

V ,."the trench shelter a high relative capacitty for heat absorption.
This fait al.hova Auch trenches to be occupied with safety on a scale

4' ''which corresponds to about 25 aq ft of total surface area per

'" �perso (33).
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g. Location. The faI3avinig frndamental cons ideratlouu
X. apply to the location of any protective shelter. Shelters should
• )be accessible to personnel who intend to use them. Shelters should

be located so as to provide protection against CBR agents, nuclear

weapons, and high explosives. Local weather factors, scch as air
currents and prevailing winds, should be studied so that the shelter
is not located where high concentrations of toxic agents may accumu-
late. Both terrain and earth texture should be studied in choosing
a location. Hillsides generally provide well-drained firrm soil
which is desirable. The shelter should be underground if at all
possible (20).

High ground generally will be preferred for shelter
sites because of better drainage. Care should be taken to avoid
location over gas, water mains, and subterranean construction.

L "Equally important is the fact that locations near or under hazardous
"constructions such as tall chimneys, water tanks, tall buildings,
etc., must be avoided. Hazardous constructions could cause espe-
cially destructive debris loads (32).

to he h. Elevation. The elevation of the shelter with respect
to the original ground level is important, particularly so when the

shelter is subjected to the effects of atomic weapons and chemical
I warfare agents. Placing the shelter below the ground surface tends

to increase the intensity of war gases which accumulate in low
" 1 places. Fragments end blast from H. E. weapons detonating on the

ground have little effect against buried shelters except for direct
hits. The optimum placement of an atomic shelter is deep enough to
provide sufficient cover to protect against gamma rays and neutrons.
"When a shelter projects above or partly above the groumd surface, it
is particularly vulnerable to drag forces from an atomic explosion.

A.% i, Radiation Attenuation Factors. The attenuation of
prompt gamma radiation by any material is approximately proportional
to the density of the material. Therefore, the main construction
materials rank in attenuation effectiveness in the following descend-

I ing order: steel, concrete, soil, and timber. The average energy
of the prompt gatma radiation from a nuclear explosion is about 4.5

I 1v. The necessary thicknesses of various materials to attenuate
gamma radiation of this energy by certain factors is contained in
Table XV (2).

Attenuation of prompt garreia radiation which is eosen-
Stially directional depends on slant thickness rather than on minimum
V' 'thickness of the shielding material.

Attenuation of neutrons from a nuclear explosion in-
volves several different phenomena. First, the very fast neutrons
must be slowed dovn into the inaermdiate rauge; this requires a

%* %
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-fable XV. Prompt Gamma Attenuation mici~nesees .

Material Density Attenuation Factors
lb/Ou ft 0.5 0.1 0.Ol 0.001 0.0001

-Sel4o5 10 15 20
6Concrete 14 17 35 52 70

"lacked Soil 100 71 25 50 75 100
Tibr34i 22 70

suitable scattering material, such as one containing barium or iron.
"These neutrons must then be decolerated into the slowrange by means
of an element of low atomic weight. Water is very satisfactory in
this respect, since its two constituent elements, i. e., hydrogen
and oxygen, both have low atomic weights. The slow neutrons must
then be absorbed. This is not a difficult matter, since the bydro-
gen in water will serve the purpose. Unfortunately, however, most
neutron capture reactions %re accompanied by emission of gamma rays.
Consequently, sufficient gamma attenuating material must be included
to minimize the escape of garma reds from the shield (2).

In general, concrete or damp earth would represent a

fair compromise for neutron, as well as for gamma ray, shielding.I Although these materials do not normally contain elements of high
atomic weight, they do have a fairly large proportion of hydrogen,
in the form of water, to slow down and Capture neutrons as well as

' icalcium, silicon, and oxygen to absorb ganama radiation. A thick-"ness of 10 inches of concrete, for example, will decrease the neu-
tron dose by a factor of about 10; 20 inches of concrete will pro-

vide a decrease by a factor of roughly 100. Damp earth may be ex-
pected to act in a similar manner (2).

An adequate neutron shield must do more than atten-
uate fast neutrons. It must be able to capture the slowed down

Sneutrons and to absorb any gamma radiation a&companying the capture
process (2).

continein Estimated data on the attenuation of neutrons is
contained In Table XVI.

•N. A,



52
112 Table XVI. Neutron Attenuation Thieknesses (in.),

* , Material Attenuation Factors
0o5 01 '0.0]. 0.001

Steel 3
Concrete 4 10 20 30 40

* Water .9
Wet soil 12 24 36 48
Soil 20

The attenuation of fallout gamma radiation by any ma-
terial is approximately proportional to the density of the material.

* The average dnergy of fallout gamma radiation is 0.7 Mev. The neces-
"sary thicknesses of various materials to attenuate gamma radiation

* ,.. of this energy by certain factors is contained in Table XVII (2)..

Table XVII. Gwama Fallout Attenuation Thicknesses (in.)

* "• Material Density Attenuation Factors
""(Tb/cu ft) 0.5 0.1 0.01. 0.001 .0001.

*ISteel 4.9o 4.3 5 7 9
Concrete 1i4 O 10 17 23 28
"Packed Soil 100 6 13 24 33 40
"Timber 34 17 37 62 85 105

J. Fallout Shelters, A shelter may be designed purely
for protection against fallout. In this case. the cover support
would be designed to support the dead load of the cover only.
Since a fallout situation may involve a shelter period of days,
ventilation of the shelter becomes a critical problem.

i j For fallout protection, the quickest, cheapest, and
most effective emergency measure is the covered trench. The
trenches should be 4 ft to 6 ft deep and 2 ft to 3 ft wide. They
should be covered with corrugated metal, timber, or any other mte-
rial capable of supporting 2 to 3 ft of eaxth cover (40).

The attenuation factors for various structurea are
contained in Table XVIII.

An FCDA family-type shelter, Fig. 16, 1eemi-buried,
4,. with 3 ft of cover and a closed entrance provides an attenuation of

0.0002 (17).

[II
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Ta3eXITT. Fallout rttim(4)

"Protection Attenuation

* Wooden abed 0.65
Wooden barn 0.50-

" v Frame bouse
"Top floor 0.50
Grounwd floor 0.35,- .:Basement 0.05 0-10.

t DBrick house
"Ground floor 0.15

-Basement 0.02 - 0.05
Subsurface (O.01

IN
11g 1, MAre t

.5.i

": • I

i(C Lirlng Operation TEAM, mearuretkerits vare made

on duueies expotcd to a contaminating rdtiatlon ifield. Nble XIX
gives t.t *,ultlj Of these Measurements.

5'. CQ¢NF5OEt';iA.
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hable XMX. ntenalty of Fallo-ut Within Sbeltzam:
Exposed to a Contaminating Field

Estiate Doimetr Oen ood Slit Slit trench with

Field Intensity Type Area Shack Trench 3 ft earth cover

5 0-75 r/hrc Chemical 300r .150r 125r
at 1 hour ]fI3-60/PD 415r 370r 250r

"50-75 r/hr Chemical , o 10r small
at 1. hour D3>60/?D L1Or 260r 2Er

These figures include prompt rad&ation doses and are for a 72-hour
exposure to the contaminating fieId. (C)

"(C) A test was made to determine the amouut of
I shielding provided by field fortifications located in unifo~m. fields
• . of gwama radiation. Several types of field f6rtificatione were con-
I .structed in a relatively smooth, grassy field aud'were then aub.ect-

ed to gama radiation from cobalt-60 capsules diatributed uniformly
over the field. Attenuation factors for the various fielA fortifics.
tiona as indicated by this teat ere as follows:

Pr!,a shelter 0.05
- ,One,- r tuo-wan foxhole 0.0)

Trenvh 0.01
U oraeahoo-type eplace nt 0.01

Thewe figureu hold true only Vhen th-erc in no contozination within
""t he fortification. if the fortification ia contumtoated, the in-
% [• terior dose will be about 50 pertent of that outoide. If kept min-
, ,contaminted, auch fortifications ziLt provide at ltast 60 percent

to 90 porceut protection &t only 6 in. be)lov growdt bevi'l (44j). (C)

(C) Sourceo of dAta (145, 46) on the mlmitary eftects
of faTlout 91W asttenution factors fnr various field farttrications
,'tese factors ore for fighting e-placecunts; hovever, th-y would be
Sconueravtive for rbelters iv$.-h would not have firing "ertures.
The atteuat.ou factors are ILsted in Table YX. (C)

v I

i..
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* Tabl.e XU. FieI& .ortiffeatiM AttenUa.U=I~

Estimated Attenuation Fact ro•Forti-ficationS
oi tUnmodified Modifiedku)J

vloe)Open 0.08 0.02
Foxhole, 11 ft Earth Cover 0.003 0.002"•fFoxhole, 4 .ft Earth Cover 0.0003 0.0002.

Emplg-ement(b), 6' x 8' Open 0.25 0.10
Emplacement, 6' x 8', 1 ft Earth Cover 0-0o6 0.003
Emplacement, 6' x 8', 4f½ ft Earth Cover 0.0006 0.0003

(a) Minimum dimensions - 2' x 3"1', 41 deep

(b) Minimum depth - 4 ft

(c) Modifications - Inrease depth to 6 ft, not including drainage
sump, Place tarpaulin, shelter-half, etc. on
a frame over open shelters.

Place spoil berm or sandbagging to height of
12 inches around perimeter of open shelter.

Extend cover overhang of covered shelter.

.. Place protective curtains cver entrance.

An open trench 3 ft wide and 6 ft deep has an atten-
"uation factor of 0.1 against fallout radiation (47).

k. Construction. Emergency shelters will be cor'tructAd
by available mechanical and manual means. Mechanical equipment, if
available, will make possible the most rapid construction of shel]
ters. Equipment such as power shovels, dragline cranes, and back-
hoes could be used in construction of variable size shelters. These
machines are, very effiuient in excavating and in placing earth cover
or heavy shelter forms. Scrapers and dozers can be used for excava-
ti6n of trenches although the large widths of the resulting trenches
may be undesirable. For example, the blade width ot dozers vary
from about 6 ft for the sni.-l, 4-ton doter to about 12 ft for the
large, 28-tun dozer, A typical example of a dozer excavating a ul.de
trench is shown in Fig. 17. A bulldozer is preferred over an angle-
dozer. Scrapers are not an efficient piece of equipment for con-
struction of shelters since they are de4gned for shallow cuts and
medium to long hauls.

CONNDOEtJTJAL
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Fig. 17. Doze exaaigawietr

Mechanical trenchera are very efficient in the exca-
vation of trenches. A military-type trencher is shovu in operation
in Fig. 18. A typical. trench formed by this equi~pment is shown In
Fig. 19. This trencher will-forni a trench, 2 ft wide and 6 ft deep,
at the rate of 1.00 ft per 8 minutes in a non-rocky soil of reason-
able consistency and strength. Cowmercial trenchers will excavi-Ae
trenches of greater depth.

A truck-mounted earth auger is currently undergoing~
tooting by the Corps of Engineers. This equipment Is 3hown in the
traveling position und in the drilling pooition. in Figs. 20 and 21

* ~respectivel.y. It Is capable of drilling holes 23 ft deep with di-
A. ameters varying from 8 in. to 6 ft. A 42-in. diawmter hole drilled

by the auger is shown in Fig. 22. This~ equipment would only be of
value where a number of awall-capacity shelters would be deoired.

1. Waterials. Many structural materials, including
steel, concrete, ind wood, exhibit increased strength when subject-

K .ed to rapid rates of strain ouch as vould occur when the material in
exposed to a blant wave. For high rates of loading, the yield point
Way be Increased 50 percetý or more over the value at 1ev rates of
loading. It ductile materials are used in blaot-resistant deeign,
It is pousible and may be des~irable for economic reaeons to pernit
utrains beyond the elastic limit (a).
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Fig. 18. Trencher in operation.
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Fig. 19. Trench excavated by trencher.
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SWire screenin and tarpaper can be.used aw a fever-

" ting material prmiding It is adeqmtely braced. Tarpaper vM
furnish a certain amount of protection against soil moisture.

Corrugated metal pipe balf-sectimi. t-an be utilized.
as a cover support or a complete shelter support. Since this mate-
rial is nestable, it can be efficiently stored. I1 requires fabri-
cation but can be placed by hand.

Sandbags and masonry blocki can be used for revetment,
but a certain amount of overexcavation :.s required if they are placed
below ground. They are vulnerable to groumd. shock a3xA air blast.

tes6. Shelter Tps. The types of emergency or improvised shel-
ters vary with the amount of effort and material required and the
degree of protection desired. For the purposes of this report, the
types of shelters will be divided into shelters furmshing minimum
protection in the fastest time and those furnishing maximlo proteac-
tion consistent with available material.

s,,c a. SiMble Shelters. These shelters are readily con-
structe, with a-limited amount of effort and. expendittue of materi-
Tale They are efTective against non-direct hits of H. E. veapons.
They are limited in protection against uuclear weapons and ineffec-
tive against chemical and biological. iwarfare agentso

* I(i) Prone Shelter, Prone sheltern are used primar-
ily in rear areas to protect meu from bomb and shell framents.
They also protect against small arms fire. They are not as ef.
fective as foxholes. However, they can be dug quickly. The
prone shelter is normaLly 2 ft ide and 2 tt. deep. The length
'is slightly lowger than the human body.

(2) Open Treuch. Trenches should have a depth at
.l-ast excefding tE6 height of a tall man, i. e., a minimum depth
of 6 in 6 in. Desirable vldths ahould be 2 ft 6 in. at the
bottom and 3 ft 9 in. at the top. However, the trench should
be excavated to its maxlmum depth only for one-half of its width

Svhtle the other half ahould be excavated 18 in. ohallower. This
will provide a ready-made bench to ceat perconnel.

In order to localize the effecto of an exploding
H. E. bomb, trenches should be made not straight, but either
,zigzag or traversed, with not more than 10 yd betveen angles
and traver&es. Lines of trechheu rhould be qpaccd at least 15
"yd ap&rt (48).

In unstable soll, revettlg of the trench walls
will be nccessary ard it is desirable even in stable soils slwce

7
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ground shock induced by blast my cause van'; to cOL...9.-
This wiil necessitate overexcavating the. trench in order
provide space for the revetting material. The open trench is
effective against R. E. weapons except for direct hits and[ overhead air detonations. The protection against nuclear veap-
ons is very limited.

"(3) Foxhole. The foxhole serves as a combination
shelter and fighting emplacement. Ordinarily, a foxhole is
constructed in two sizes, one-man and two-man. Minimum dimen-
"sions are: width - 2 ft, depth -4ft, and length - 3.5 ft

* •for one man and 6 ft for two men. The protection afforded by
a foxhole is approximately equal to that afforded by a ditch.
However, the construction time and cost per person sheltered
is much greater for foxholes than for ditches.

(4) Covered Trench. The digging of trenches and[,provision of overhead cover is perhaps the easiest way to pro-
vide protection against moet weapons (42).

I ::Desirable dimensions are the same as for the
-"open trench even when the cover support is placed below the

grorwd surface. In tais case, the whole trench is placed at
the depth necessary to maintain the interior height of 6 ft
6 in. ainmum.

Against U. E. weapons, trenchea provided vith
a" overheead cover are eq"l in protective value to undergrouna
1., dugouts and galleries with the ame depth of overhead cover (48).

The coveyed treneh is vary. effective against
nuclear weapons. Its open entrance is the only apparent wea.-
noes against nualear weapons vhen blast becomes critical.

Desmm utilized for the cover support should be
* at least three times the top width of the trench in order to

provide sufficlent bearing a&ra on the sides of the trench to
prevent collapse of the trench walls.

,.m o The cover over a covered trench consists of 3 ft",. mininmu of earth en4 a simple beam type of cover support,

.Vooden logo or beams would be suitable. nthis toamtirial vould
, be supported by the earth sides of the trench.

,,.,y b. 5 1 alShelters. Special shelters require consider-
ably more effort and expenditure of materials than do simple shel-

"V tero. They vill, of course, furniah greater pro LLtton tha the
simple shelters. The design problem Is quite difficult and varies

.*Jconsiderably vith the elevation of the shelter itcelS'. For this
. •

¢I
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I reason, the design of special shelters bas been considered according
to the relationship between the shelter and•.tbe origlal ground

,surface.

(1) Surface Shelters. Surface shelters are situated
entirely above the surface of the ground.

Surface shelters are built only when ground con-
ditions prohibit constructior, of underground shelters and when
the situation permits expenditure of the necessary time andlao (30).

The advantages of surface shelters are: they
.. are adaptable to unfavorable soil conditions; they are readily
I .accessible and may be evacuated quickly through an emergency

"exit; the degree of protection may be increased by adding sand-
I bags or earth-filled timber cribs to exterior surfaces; they

are not exposed to intense earth shock fromi bombs exploding in .eat (1).

The disadvantages of surface shelters are; they
are subject to drag forces from nuclear weapons; they require
a large quantity of earth cover as part of their protection;
the entrancees are particularly, vulnerable to nuclear veapons;
stability of the structure requires a certain amount of cobU--.
"nuity between roof, walls, &Al floor.

(2) Buried Shelters. Buried shelters# in-luaing

their earth cover, are entirely below the surface of the ground.
This it the most effective desipg. It will give the greatest
protection of the three desigas considered here.

I Elevation of the ground vat•er table will bave

important bearing on the question of whether a buried shelter
'A wiM be uvzd. Construction details or i•provined shelter•s
""probably will not include vaterproofing of the interior ot the

shelter.

Revetment vill probably be one of tbt mati prob-I liew unleos a pipe section is uwed for a shalter.

(3) Semi-Duxied Sheltert. Semt-buried sheltara pro-
ject partly below and partly above the grourA ourface This is
probably the most videspread design to be utilized because of
""•wvings in time end material. This design is efficient in pro-
tection and economical in expeuditure of tine and materiaL. It
usually would require less construction than either of the other
special sheltero primarily because the buried shelter would re.
quire greater excavation and thc. surface shelter would require

ji
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PIZ-- ezcavation from a borrow pit for its earth cover while the eZ-i
"cavation for the semi-buried stejter furniahes the nemessary
earth cover.

Placing of this structural design so that the
cover support, if flat, would rest just below the ground sur-
face would eliminate dmg loading on any part of the shelter
except the earth cover. Drag loading will be quite severe on
any portion of the shelter that protrudes above grade.

. 7. Atomic Test Shelters. Following are descriptions of the
effects of atomic weapons on personnel shelters. Emergency-type
shelters and other types of shelters which my contain data of
value in the design of emergency shelters are included.

(C) A type of outdoor family shelter was tested during
Operation TAPOT. It was an above-ground, utility-type shelter,

jFig. 23, which could be used as a tool shed when not needed as a
shelter. The inside floor dimensione were .6 by 6 ft, and Vta In.-
tearor was 7 it b•gh. All walls exeopt the one vith the dooz were
6 in. thiok. The wal with the door was 8 in. thich, The outsAe
b aheltere were constructed of maonry block,, precaut xvinforced:

NF

0_- T-4- j

:.Z

"Fig. 23. Outdoor frmily shelter-utility abed.
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,concrete, or poured-tn-place reinforced concrete. One Of each Of
S•the three types was tested at three different Pressure levels-.O

4, three types of outside Shelters were subjected to the effects of a

30-XT weapon an a 500-ft tower at distonces of 2250,9 2750., an 37`50

ft. These utility shelters failed A 12 psi. Those at the farthest
d istance would have been dangerous for occupants because of failure

of the interior door. The utility sheltert did not reduce radiatioW

Sdoses to an acceptable leVel. Fastening of the interior doors in SW
open position would have eliminated the missile hazard to occupantswI" Since a shelter's design criteria should be based on the effects of

",I any probable weapon and in view of high-level fallout radiation from
high-yield weapons, it was recommended that the concept of an above-

ground shelter of this type be dropped unless the shelter is redo-

Signed to include a large amount of overhead earth cover and a rad-

ation baffled entrance (35). (C)
'C

* ,(a) Underground personnel shelters, Fig. 9, which were

capable of accoimodating 50 persons were also tested during Opera-

tion TfAPOJ. These shelters were of reinforced concrete and Include-

a stairway entrance with two 90-degree bends and also an escape batck

The entraneevay included a blast-resistant door into the shelter

proper and a horizontal blast-resistant eliding door at the ground
• s-l•a. With the entrance and hatch closed, there was no damage

"from 7 and 92 pi1 or from thermal effecte. The earth cover was 5

ft 6 in. deep. Attenuation of gazza radiation was great. Sight-

thoussu4-fivo-hundred. roeutgens just below the sliding door was at.

tenuateA to less thAn ir within the shelter proper. On another shot,

* 25.,500r Just insiae the sliding door vas &ttenuate4 to 1 to 2r witbis
the shelter -proper. For the initial, shot, 2•87 x 10i1 raat neutronsý/M.

4" i at the muface v1ra -attenuated to 1.72 x i0o neutions/c-. There Vas-

no measurewent of slov neutrons., The feast neutron. radiation insie:.

vas equialen~tt 'to 109 roentgen equtwalcut ~n(rem). For the later
#"1hot 1.0 x 101 fant neutrns/cm at the ourface was attenuate d- to

4t.01 x IO5 neutrons/inmT. A olow neutrou aurface intensity of 3 x I0•.

" I slov neutrns/=cm2 vas attenuated to 2.33 x 108 neutroaa/cm2 . The ftat

and slow oeutnvt Interior doses voer equivalent to 256 remt and 19.raw,
respectively (35) (0)

I I
* (C) Shelter of the same design• , Fig. 9 Vere also tested

with thie doors and escape hatc-hes open but partially oCbatrctea to

meter air into the chambers slovly,1 Te shelter vai divide4 Into.
t iamb caers by a reinfor,.ed concrete walt. The camber Into which

Ile the escape batch entered -as referred to as the ".low-fil" room

ant. the other chamber vas referred to as the "fast-fill" room.

C sam u r~tation measuremnts vere h.iher than in the closed sheltersr

N The radiation Intensity at the first 90-degree bend in the entrance
was 16 times as great as it van In the closed aselter toe the initial

Sshot. lte reduction must be attributed to tVe ohielding afforded by,

Sthe concrete sliding door that was uted to seal the structure. Even

"J "
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though the fntrncewsy was open ,It vas effectife in.reducg gam•
radiation to a. general loele1 of about 25 to 3,5 in' the fast-fill

a b. Ichamber. The area directly under a ventilation pipe received about
,lOr which can be attributed to radiation scatter at the pipe. The
intensity of gamma radiation in the slov-fill side varied from a
high of about 530r directly under the escape hatch opening to 65r at
the diagon4ly opposite corner, The radiation gradient in this chain-

. ber plus the generally higher level of radiation when compared with
the fast-fill chamber can be attributed to the amount of radiation

e ,scatter from the escape hatch opening: The second shot involved a
higher gamma intensity. The intensity at the first 90-degree bend
in the entrance was three times as great as it was for the initial
shot. The dose within both chambers was twice as great as it was
for the initial shot. The fast neutron dose within the fast-fill

SI'" chamber was 4 times as large as it was in the closed shelter for the
4 initial shot. The total neutron dose for the later shot in the open

. shelter as compared with the closed shelter was 4 times and 12 times
as large for the fast-fill and slow-fill chambers, respectively.
Thermal effects within both chambers from both shots were limited.
The fur of experimental animals was singed only. Thermal energy
within the shelters was apparently heated air rather than reflected

* thermal rays. The measured peak temperatures varied from 150 to
4. 350 0, but the duration was very short. The large ratio of interior

cross-section to doorway or batch aperture caused a rapid cooling of
Sthe heated air. The surface overpressure of 47 psi from the initial

shot was reduced to 26 to 37 psi within the fast-fill chamber and 2I", , to 7 psi vithin the slow-fill chamber. The surgae overpressure of
'- 92 psi from the second shot was reduced to 64 to 74. psi within the
' fast-fill chamber and 22 psi vithin the slov-fill chiaber (35). (0)

(O) Comparison tests were conducted on covered and unco•w.
ered trench shelters, Fig. 5, at Operation TMIlM. The trenches

SVere 'T' shaped with the middle or main portion being 25 to 30 ft

long end 24 to 26 in. wide. The arms of the shelters vere the en-
trances anI varied from 8 to 11 ft in length and were dug to a depth
orl' 2 ft at their outer edge and aloped dto the level of the floor of

* the rain trench. The depths of the main portion varied from 5 to 6
ft. The covered trencheas vre covered by 2 ft of emrMt Whieh was
supported by 2- by 32-in. wood plankiug that overlapped the aldes of
the trench by at lea-t 2 ft. Diffe•*nt ahayse of the eover were
provided for comparative purposes. The trenches were constructed at
"various distances from ground zero. The weapon was the 3omInAl or
20 KT. Protection against gamma radiation varied conaslderably vith

I diotante, e. g.,, the attenuation factor for the covered ahelter, 3 V
above the floor. was 0.14 at 625 ft from ground zero while that at
4925. ft was 0.012. Attenuation factors for the uncovered trench at

'. 3 ft from the bottom were 0.18 and 0.07 for 625 and 4925 ft, repec-
"tively. In comparison with the 3-ft levwl in the covered trench,

a 1 *attenuation at the 18-1U. level was 50 to 100 percent greater, i. e.

""CONFIDENTIAL
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0.-09 an&. 0.067 at, 625 and 41925 ft, respectively. Tes-t results
showed that the earth mound forming the cover should be dhaped boawd
and flat. The peaked mound of the covered shelter at one position
was greatly lowered while the flat, low mound formed from the spoil
of the uncovered shelter at that position was only slightly altered
by the blast. Test results indicated that the 2- by 12-in. cover
support was capable of withstanding 15 psi overpressure. No measure-
meats were made of thermal. radiation, but it was estimated that the
thermal effects within the shelters were negligible (28). (C)

uate'the (C) Tests were conducted during Operation BUSTER to eval-
uate the protection afforded by foxhole-type field fortifications

*- against the nuclear radiation from atomic weapons. Standard fox-
holes, as described in FM 5-15 (30), provide considerable protection

% " from the nuclear radiations emitted during an atomic detonation.
"The standard two-man foxhole will receive only one-eighth the amount
of gamma radiation at the bottom as received at the top of the
foxhole (49). (C)

(C) Three types of cortunal shelters were tested dur. .g
Operation UPSHOT-KNOTHOLE. Shelter 601, Fig. 8, consisted of a 48-

S.ft concrete pipe 90-in. I.- D., buried 3 ft with one end closed; the
entrance was from a single ramp parallel to the axis of the pipe.

St .Shelter 602, Fig. 7, consisted of one 24-ft section of 90-in. I. D.
corrugated metal pipe and one 214-ft section of 90-in. I. D. concrete
pipe, buried 3 ft with one end closed; the entrance was from a
dnub)bf rpi. parallel to the axis of the shelter. Shelter 6133, Fig.
24K caiisied of a 12-ft section of 90-in. I. D. steel pipe placed
above ground, covered with 3 ft of sandbags, wid wounded earth (34). (C)

(0) Shelters 601. and 602 were- subjected to the effecto of
an 13-KT weapon at 1500 ft. The measuremwn-t Inuide the shelters
gave attenuation factors of 0..0005 and 0,0001 for gamma rays and neu-
trons, respectively. The exterior gamma dose mas 1T,000r. Dozagos
near the doorways wev hbigher than those within the balance of the
shelters and were considered to be due to scattering from the entrace-
ways f34). (C)

(C) All three shelters were subjected to th, effects of
"a 32-KT weapon. Shelters 601 and 613 were 2300 ft from ground zero,
while shelter 602 was 26,00 ft from ground zero, Gamma radiation
within 601 and 602 was very near the minimmxm measurable level, ol
the attenuation foctor of 0.0002 may not te reliable. Attenuation
factors from these -hota are not believed to be truly representative
"of a situation where the shelters would be located close to ground
zero under an air burst. It is believed that under these conditions,
the gar=,% attenuation factor vould be of the order of O.CO5 rather

*,- than the 0.001 observed during these tests. Gaun radiatloo within
,. shelter 613 ranged from 16OOr in the clo:sed end to 3O4 Or neow the
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(C) Anot!rer shelter was testes. du-Wi =d1'U'!
agans. tha effects of a 60-KT weapon at - slant JistanECe of 1800 ft
This shelter was s4fil&i to shelter 602, 1. e., It consistea of a
24-ft sectio. of 90-in. I D. corrugated metal pipe and a 24-ft s-
ti~on of 90-in. I. D. concrete pipe, buried 3 ft vith one end clos;d;
the entrance was from a druole ramp perpendicular to the axis of the
shelter. The essential d'ffer-nce between The tvo shelters It, the
orientation of the entraue ~ay?. The gamma dose vithin the shelter
"varied from 250 to 3000rthe highest near the entrance. The v;ttenua-
tion factor varied from 0.00167 to 0.02. The atteniation factor for
neutrons was 0.00545 with an internal dose of 3 x 109 neutrjon/aq CMS(15). (C)

(C) During Operation BUST•T , the AEC conducted a test of
a communal shelter. The structure, Fig. 4, was made of 90-in. I. D.
pipet 48 ft long. Half was concrete pipe, reinforced, centrifugally
cast, 7-3/4 in. thick; and half was corrugated iron, 10-gauge, ingot
iron multiplate. Each end opened into a double ramp, reinforced
"conarete ..Jiin.g the concrete pipe end steel adjoining the iron
pip., 7.e eteel ramp was made of 10- and 12-gauge corrugated sheet
and structuxitl steel. itl-ih cover was 3 ft thAck over the concrete
pir iand 3 Ai 61 hi.vr the steel pipe, mounded about 2 ft above
grteae and aope-d abu1t I in I0. The test shot delivered 9 psi and
1 3,000r to thv- 5helter at ground level. Damage to the shelter from
blaut pressura vas negligible. It consisted of a permanent deflea-
tion downward of leas than I in, Minor tension cracks developed in
the toint.s and tbe top and bottom of the comiete pipe. No damsge
was obaerved In the met,%L pipe ect.ions. The measured. intensity if
gamma rad itivn at the center of the shelter was 73r. Some of this
was possibly due to scattering through the eutraesa. Even though
thei %l energy at the surft" wvan 60 cal//q em, there was ne evidence
of thermial effects on five piece -f l'uer distributed along the
-,xia of the sbelote 'loor (ZO. (C)

(C) The necond vhot delivered 24 psi tu-0 35,000 rintgeus
to the ahelter at ground level, Dzamge to the ie'lter Irom blast
prtseure was aýgain negligible except for removal of a -onalderable
""irow-t of earth cover, 1%e measured intensity of gaMmza radiation at
the centier of the shelter vas 260r. Some of this anG possibly dua
to acntte rtng through the entrancee. Thermal energy at the site was
1.6o cai/sj cz (22). (C)

(C) The third ohot delivered 25 psi and 70,000r to the
Shelter at ground level. Damage to -the shelter proper wax light,
cons-ItIng of further ,ettlement atd enlargenont of the existilng
"eracks anid Joints, The mounded earth cover wvan troved entirely by
the blast wave, and the site vas leveled. The ranp antrancea were
heavily damaged. Earth sWept into the rampo by previous shots and

* occupying 20 to 30 percent of the shelter entrwnce opening caused
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i'."•lower inessur~es insiie the shelter in comparison with those from the

second shot. The measure& intensity of gama radiation at the eem-
ter of the shelter was 375r. Thermal energy at the site vas 220 Col/

* sq em. A oodw plate between the top of the displacement gauge and
Sthe concrete pipe was charred, but a similar wood plate used with

the displacement geauge in the metal pipe was not charred (22). (a)

(C) Gomma measurements indicated the effectiveness of the
shielding materialb. The slant path througo the materials consoll-
dated around. the circular shape gave obvious shielding advantages -

over a flat shelter roof with cover of uniform thickness. The in-
crease in intensity of radiation near the open ends, however, clear-
ly dictated the need for baffling or shielding against scatter-
radiation. The observed thermal effects iniide the shelter follow-
ing the second and third shots were unexpected. However, no measure-
ments were made, and the possible effects on occupants are unknown.
The shelter provided structural resistance against physical damage
from overpressures and, it is believed, against wind drag. Reflected
pressures, varying from 25 to 45 psi, within the shelter were always,
larger than surface overpressures. Dynamic pressures within the
shelter caused small movements of dummies made of burlap bags, saw-
dust, and soil (22). (C)

(C) At Operation RANGER, a number of foxholes were tested
"for effectiveness against gamma radiation. There were three types
of foxholes tested: a prone shelter, one-man foxhole, and two-man
foxhole. Thn prone shelter was 2 it deep, and the foxholes were 4
ft deep. Gamna measurements were at 12-in. and 24-in. depths in the
prone shelter and at 16-in., 32-in., and 48-in. depths in the fox-
holes. The test shots were 1-, 7-, and 22-KT weapons exploded at" 2000-ft altitude. The measurements gave variable results. The doses
at 48 inches in tLh two-man foxholes were as follows: 400 yd from
I•.• • ground zero, 3 to 18% of the surface dose; 800 yd, 10 to 24; 1200
yd, 1O to 11%; 16 00 yd, 12 to 23%; 2000 yd, 3.%. The dosesat 32
inches in the tim-man foxholes were as follows: 400 yd, 7 to 14%;
800yd, 7 to 24%; 1200 yd, 9 to 17%; 1600 yd, 14 to 25%; 2000 yd,
"15%. The doses at 16 inches in the two-man foxholes were as follows:
"40oo y, 5%; 800 yd, l; 1200 d, Y 5 to 29; 1600 yd, 4r to 2o0%

61 •2000 yd, 191f. Doses within tne prone shelters were similar to those
within the two-mnka foxholes, i. e., the doses at 12-inch an-i 24-inchdepths in the prone shelter were, respectively, slightly greater and.slightly smaller than the doses at the 16-inch depth in the two-man
foxhole (50). (C)

, II. EISCOUSION

8. Weapons Effects. An evaluation of th•e effects of weapons
will be made, and a critical level for eauh effect will be brought out.

C0NF•NFOE•N11AL.
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f a. RI. E. Vea-ons. It is apparent that la~ the desi~gn a~
improvised shelters, it is both unnecessary an. uneconomical ta pro-

., wvide bomb-resistant protection against R. F.- weaspona. These shelters
would not be of strategic importance. They would not be operations
posts; therefore, the loss of any one shelter would not cause a com-
plete operational breakdown. Providing protection against blast and.
fragmentation from a near miss of a specified bomb should be ade-
quate. This amount of protection would be effective against direct
hits of small artillery shells and small aerial bombs such as in-
cendsiaries. The thicknesses of various materials necessary for pro-
tection against blast and fragmentation as specified in the investi-
gation section, Table IX, is an acceptable design level. If an earth
cover is included, a shelter designed for atomic blast would possibly
be able to absorb the effects of direct hits of medium-size, e. 9.S
105-mm, I. RE. shells.

b. Nuclear Weapons.

(i) Blast. Drag forces are of such overriding Im-
portance as to demand that shelters be either placed below
ground level or streamlined with soil sloped no more than one
in two. Assuming such provision for drag forces, then peak
overpressure is the design problem. Open shelters need not be
designed to withstand pressure above that which a human can
withstand. The range of such pressure is highly controversial.
However, it is estimated that 35 psi or more is required for
internal physical damage due to crushing. Eardrum nipture
pressure is estimated as being about 20 psi. Hence, desiga
pressure for an open shelter need not exceed 30 psi. Protec-
tion against higher pressures will demand a closed shelter;
this would involve a fundamental change in desiga.

Cost data for different levels of blast protee-
* tion suggest the follcwing relative figures for a 100-person

shelter: i-psi blast protection, $30 per person; 25-psi blast
"protection, $55 per person, 1.00-psi blast pro-.ection, $330 per
person. The data suggest that if blast protection above 25 psi

4 is desired, it is wiser to design for 100 psi than to accept,
say, 50 psi. These figures are based on the 195T7 dollar (29).

(2) Thermal. The intensity of thermal raliation for
design purposes i rather indefinite. The amount of thermal
energy reflected by a soil is estimated to vary from a negligi-
ble qjumitity to as mttch as 15 percent. If this maximum figure
is correct, personnel in foxholes or open trenches would be
safe only against a maximum intensity of 20 cal/cm2 which would
cause first-degree burns on unprotected parts of the body. If
the negligible quantity is correct, persunnel in foxholes or
open trenches would be safe against as much as 200 cal/cm2 .

.1.
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The correct. figure 2Wr reltae in probablY. between, tb.- two
extreme a but nearer to the negzligible quantity. Assuming, ae-
- eptable injury as first-deg-tee burns equivalent to a milIt su=-
burn, then the design levql for open shelters would be about

S* 100 cal/cm2 . The scattering which occurs on slightly hazy days
may make this figure too high.

If the entrance is oriented so that no direct
thermal radiation enters it, the amount of thermal energy re-
ceived in a covered shelter will be negligible. If the entrance
faces the detonation, two turns in the entrance will be suffi-
cient to reduce reflected radiation to a negligible amount ex-
cept in those cases where outside thermal energies of several'
thousand calories per sq cm pocur. However, in many instances,
heated air will be driven into shelters by the blast wave.
This heated air may attain a temperature of several hundred de-
grees centigrade but will be of short duration.

(3) Gamma Rays, The permissible interior Intensity
of gamma radiation is somewhat indefinite. It could vary from
less than ir to a probable maximum of iOOr. The FODA and AEO
shelter tests indicate a desire to limit interior dose to less

. than lOr. For military personnel., a higher dose level is prob-
ably acceptable. Permissible interior intensity of gamma radi-
"ation will be discussed further in a succeeding paragraph wheret multiple prompt effects will be considered. Examination of.
shelter testq show. that, except for overhead bursts, a struc-
"ture buried 3 ft and incorporating proper entrance design will
attenuate gamma radiation by factors varying from 0.001 to 0.00(

"(4) Neutrons. The permissible intensity of neutron
radiation is indefinite. Apparently, the intensity of neutrons
is equal to or greater than the gamma intensity for weapons of
25 KT or less. This will be covered further in a succeeding
peragraph where multiple prompt eff~ets will be considered.
Examination of shelter tests show that, excapt possibly for
close-in bursts, a structure buried 3 ft and incorporatiig
proper entrance design and orientation will attenuate neutron

S7• radiation by factors varying from 0.005 to 0.0001. However,
"attenuation factors for total neutron doses were given in only
two instances, and in these instances, the attenuation of neu-
trons was 1/3 to 1/5 the attenuation of gamma rays. One thing
that should not be forgotten is that whatever the acceptable
nuclear radiation dose, it has to include the total of neutrons
and gamma rays. The chemical compositton of the earth cover ic

44" Icritical as regards attenuation of neutrons.

.4. i* (5) Multiple rompt Nu.lear Effects. In designing
"against prompt nuclear weapons effects, it is obvious that the

"C'
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Seffects have to be considered In multiple. A comparison - theof
various radiation eftects from various size weapons for three
levels of overpressures have been made in Tables XM and XJI1.
The initial table considers effects from typical air bursts
'which cause maximum blast damage, while the second table con-
siders surface bursts which cause maximum radiation damage.
These two extremes show widely separated effect intensities.
A large city would be a likely target for a typical air burst,
while a small target would be most likely hit with a surface
burst since blast effects at great distances are not necessary.

.. ; Examination of Table XXII for surface bursts shows that for 30-
psi blast pressure, radiation totals are quite critical up to

"" I00-KT weapons. At the 10-psi level, the neutron dose is criti-
cal up to 50-KT. Above this size, the blast loading becomes
critical. However, surface bursts of large nuclear weapons are4. Inot likely to occur except when fallout is the desired effect.At tke 20-psi level, there is somewhat of a balance between

, blast effects and radiation effects. Thermal energies are
V .. " critical only in the megaton range. Examination of Table XXI
"1 for typical air bursts shows that blast is the critical effect

for weapons in the megaton range. None of the other effects
in the megaton range are important with the possible exception
of thermal energy. Neutron intensity is high over all three

4 .• overpressure ranges for the small weapons, 25 KT or less. At
the 20- and 30-psi level, neutron intensity is also important
for 50- and 00-KT weapons, Only when the weapon size varies

• from 100 NT to 1 MT does garma radiation become important andl
"" even then only at high overpressures.

Obviously, in designing a shelter against prompt
nuclear effects, a decision has to be made as to a probability
of weapon size, height of detonation, and expected ground zero.
of a large city, then the nuclear weapon will probably be a

large one detonated at optimum blast height. If the personnel
are located at a small base or installation, then the weapon
will be in the small-to-medium range probably at or close to
"the ground surface. This again brings up the problem of accept-
able done. If 100 rem is acceptable, then a buried shelter
could protect against a minimum of 20,000 rem of neutron or
60,O00r of gamma rays or a combination of both. If Ir is a
,maximum acceptable dose, then probably a buried shelter would

.' •protect against a maximum intensity of 10,000 rem of neutrons
or 30,O00r of gamma rays or a combination of both. According
to the table for surface bursts (XXII), the nuclear radiation
at the 30-psi level is too great to be attenuated for 50-KT or

I less-size weapons uiless 100 rem is an acceptable dose. A look
at tke table for typical air bursts (XXI) shows that attenuation

S .. of nuclear radiation is possible for all size weapons even when

*4.
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It a low allowable dose is necessary. These data demonstrate that

nt flat Intemsity f-gu-res for design purposes can be stated.
•-An examination of the situation has to be made, and toleration

. . limits of blast and nuclear radiation have to be established
also. If weapons which cause high neutron yield are considered,
then the attenuating ability of the shelter has to be increased.

(6) Fallout. iýxamination of the data on fallout
"shelters discloses that a semi-buried shelter with a closed or
filtered entrance will attenuate fallout gamma energy by a
factor of 0.0002. A buried shelter would be even more effec-

tive. Fallout intensity is difficult to predict because of
such variables as weapon size, type of weapon, distance aways
wind direction, and wind velocity. The intensity of fallout
varies with time. One source (2) states that fallout decays at
a rate so that at the end of one hour, 56 percent of the infin-

ity dose has been received. Assuming an allowable total dose
9 ,. of l25r of fallout gamma, then a buried fallout shelter could

easily protect aWainst a fallout intensity of 650,OO0r/1r at
1 hr. This intensity is. of course, extremely MOh. Such a
"buried fallout shelter. will protect againot surface bursts of:
megaton weapons (2). In E bort, buried shelters canbe designed

N ., -that will protect against any anticipated level of fallout.

c e. Chemical Warfare Agents. Since mechanical ventilation
for emrgency shelters will not usually be provided, the protection
which they can afford aguinst war gaaes is limited. Closure of vents
and entrances with protective curtains vhich will provide filtered
ventilati0n will suffice for a short time. however, these filtration
curtains will reduce freshening of the air in the shelter and will
limit habitation time. Against gases which are dangerous only If
inhaled, it will not be necessary to filter air through the entrances
if personnel are provided with the protective gas mask. The gas mask.
would be sufficient against inhalation gases except in instances of
very high concentrations. If the gases encountered are of the blis-
ter, blood, or nerve type, protective clothig will also be necessary.

- If the shelter is provided with mechanical, filtered
"ventilation, then the only necessary requirement is that a sufficient
rate of intake be maintained to provide a positive interior pressure.

" f For shelters without mechanical ventilation, the minimum concentra-
•| tion to be considered would require protective curtains over the en-

trances. It would probably be desirable to consider strong intenst-

" ties of reasonable lengths of tme which would require gas masks and
protective clothing.

d. %olo_• alWarfare ents. The problem Involved here
is very similar to the one involving gas warfare. For shelters with-
out mechanical ventilation, the minimum intensity to be considered
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wvould require protectve curtais over the entrances. It; vul&
probab~l, be desirable to consider intensities of such lengthe of

time that protective masks and protective clothing may be required.
If the shelter is provided with mechanical, filtered ventilation,
then the only necessary requirement is that a sufficient rate of
intake be maintained to provide a positive interior pressure.

"I9. Shelter Design Components. An evaluation will be made of
"each item considered pertinent in the investigation section.

a. Earth Cover. Test results definitely show the value
"of earth cover. The many advautages of earth cover over shelters
far outweigh costs of excavation and placement. Among these advant-
ages are: structural mass increase, absorption of blast energy, at-
tenuation of nuclear radlatiou, protection against fragmentation,
modification of aerodynamic shape of the structure, and buttressing
effect. The increase in mass is important for short-duration loads.
However, for long-duration loadings, it apparently is not significant.
There is considerable reduction of drag forces on the sides of a
structure vhen the earth cover is gradually sloped.. roper placement
of soil will modify the aerodynamic shape of the structure and will
tend to prevent removal of the cover by drag forces. For this pur-
pose, side slopes of the earth cover should be very gradual, probably

... .no greater than 30 degrees; otherwise, lari quantities of cover may
"be removed by the blast wave exposing the shelter to nuclear radia-
tion. It is important to remember that attenuation figures are given
for compacted earth. Uncompacted covers may require as much as 50
percent greater thicknessea for radiation protection. A compacted
cover is more stoble and less subject to wind removal.

To sum up, earth cover should bave sufficient thick-

ness for nuclear radiation atteniuation and gradual side •lopes for
reduction of blast effects. The ideal streamlined form of earth
cover w.ould be smooth and level with the surrounding ground surface
with the shelter completely buried. The usual devign may compromise

A: , this feature because of othe" factors such as water table or cost of
A " .-"excavation. Other things such as borax and water for n6etron atten-

uation may be considered.

',b. Cover SU1_rt_ There are no data for correlating dy-
namic blast loading and equivalent static loading for derign of emer-
gency shelters. For this reason, precise design procedure is not now
possible. Nevertheless, it is possible to make a few simplifying as-

17 sumptions and arrive at a practical design procedure that will catis-
fy most requirements and still afford efficient use of materials.

In thiis respect, it is helpr•1 to no- "Lt radiation

will dictate massive earth cover as a practical feature for attenum-
"- tion. This much of the load on structural elements is, therefore,,

'N..,.



'77V1predictable. YAssive cover will make the strwture' slow to respond
N L to blast loads. Thus, for opn shelters designed to vithstand no

more than 30-psi overpressure, it is safe to assume that internal
7ý pressure will rise to equalize external pressure before the struc-

ture can move sufficiently to develop the full load of blast. It is
safe, therefore, to design such a structure to support its earth
cover as a load dropped from zero height; that Is, with& dy
load factor of ohly two.

"Closed shelters present adother problem. This same
, -,procedure would be acceptable for closed shelters if only ahort-

duration pressure pulses were considered (one quarter second). Meg.
aton weapons produce blast pressure pulses of long duration. In
ease of attack by a megaton weapon, the pulse of blast pressure will
be of such duration that inertia of the earth cover will be overcome.
Structural elements will be subjected to the full load of peak over-
pressure, pu static load of the earth cover, plus dynamic load Im-
posed by movement of the cover (dynamic load factor of two). Al-
though this over-simplified approach ignores many factors affecting
blast load on a structure, it will ai'ford safe designs with reason-
able efficitncy in use of materials.

An emergency shelter that would develop plastic
"failure without collapse would be ideal in that it would represent
"most efficient use of structural elements.

"�ki example of'& deoign detail based on the foregoing
assumptions follows.

(1-) Fx!mple Calculation of 1ýoof Timbers for an O(IM Otructure.

Given: An open shelter with a roof span of 6 ft.. ReAlation
and other factors require cover of 5 ft of uncompacte

. - i#/mt3 soil. Ovoi*ressure reactes a maximium of 30.psi.

I- /

C.:

4, ,

i.4+ ,{
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Problem: Dewign roof strlngers.

Solution: For an open structure, the static iad condition
* r is usually critical, aince pressure waves can enter
K: an open shelter and somewhat cancel out the full

I effect of overpressure. For the dynamic load con-
dition, use a dynamic load factor of two. Consider

Sa seotion of roof 1 ft wide and 6 ft long. Treat
this as a simply supported, uniformly loaded beaa.

Case 1: static load

v - load per inch of beam

* 5' , l 1' x o•/3, 12 ix•t/ 29.2#/In.

I8 - 3 - working strese (Table XXIII)

.ac - beam thickness (h) # "
I moment of inertia

5 a1 lenath of beam.

H 18900")

b 3 Iu h3 b bcam•vidth,

ha beam height

'3 1 1750 pai for w huuern yellow pine See Table XXIII

1 18900 h 2a 18900
1 0.h 3 - 2  75(2

h, 2 .3 2
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Due ( I86 dy!IamiG load

V 2(static load) 2(29.2) 59.141/in.

H 59.1( 37Y800 in.

8 8600 psa Impact bending proportional limit for
southern yellow pine. (See Table =XII.)

86m37,8W h

h 1.483

t 2.32" > 1.483

¶ therefore, etatic load coudition ti critical.

So, opecify lumber of atondard size next above 2.32 Inches tlk;
2j Lnchea rough or 3 inches finished.

(2) x le. ... Calculation of Roof Timbers for d love4 Strunatu.

Givent A oaleed strwtuAe vith a roof span or 6 ft. Ra•ila-
"tion and other factors require cover of 5 ft of =,con-
vaeteas 70#/ft3 soil. Overpressure reaches a =Xaxmi
of 100 psi.

F r

* P~roblem: Design roof stringers.

Solution: For a closed structure, the dynamic load condition
lta usualy critical, eince no pressure waves can

", •I



.. ctr the dwatr.Caidr etU of roof*

Case I -Dyne-mic LoeA1Iv lad -per inch of be

.4-12

Al Dapeet benatiog proporilo3ra1.lzst for
* -, aouthenu yellow PLUS.

4~~ wm =i K nxImum banvlog wma
a * beam thickeso- (I) 2

S815,p Ow" #

- 66W Impot. bending proportioual] !W~at for
wouthala yellov pine.

815000O h

CaGse U Staitle load -

S -1750 vorktna Gtress for yellov pine



3B 900 I 8,0

:, h 2.32"
•'-'6.88u *> 2.32"

.1jStherefore ujuaw.c loa condition is critical.

So, specify lwiber of .4twda•4 size next above 6.88 inches thick;
k7 inches rough or 7* Inches finihed.

Table UXII1. Practical Working Stresees fort ' Certain Cow• n Structural )4ateriala**

*Design Impact '3ending Wlt&R
- Material Working at Proportional stress

Stress (psi)_ Limit (pji)_ (psi)

Wood:
Douglas Fir (coast) 2,000 9,801t
southen Yellow II=e 1,750
Helok Easrtern 1,6

*'ySruce (aitua) IA 00
4• Steel "" 0,00 5-0,000

Alwtum f,0:)2500

*44 tie * Note tat vo can be tressed &ichghr mne ~ oo d{~than under static loads.

** ood lfindbok, Waabington: U.. 6, Forest Service, Depar nat of
Agriculture, June 1J.Q40.

- For covered trenches, the cover oupport nUtoiA, be .
* * signed as a imtple beam although it actuajlly cOflld be & pirtl re,

atrained beam. The beam should overlap the trench on each ai1d4 a
u'iw.• t at least equwa to the tretnh v•dtb. Width of covered

. trenches ahould not be S.eat, probably lese ttau 6 ft. If. the 1c0
conditions, or soil conditiono are such thtat theýe is likely faiau
of the trench valle, then a methld of transfer••ing the loaA to th*,, .•. trench bottom is necessary. In this cane, the poct'.astr|,ger
combination is suitable, It Is a good solution ar the special t
Sof heltr also since It readily aaptt to a oontinuous aeui,.,'• •"- T,1adcaign also provides br--cing: Vor revetment.

".4 e. Revettent. In =at Ceaueo, the decision cO %o be
* "i. made locally a- to • hether revetmenit Is necessary or not,. The a
', 1_| for revetment depends on ground conditiono and veapons effects.

I Facing revetment Is preferable to the retaining-fall týye sinceA ii
rt



nq•t lea less excavation and can usually be made stronger . Facin -

£z.vetment has to be adequately braced, preferably at short distances,
say 24 in. One-in. timber sheathing is satts-fact6ry provided it is
adequately braced. Many materials of lesser strength will be suit-
able in some cases. Chicken Wire, with burlap or tarpaper, or metal
sheeting are examn.ples of suitable material. Bracing could consist
ao: 2- by h-iUn. timbers or metal pickets driven into the soil at the

- floor. It may be necessary in some cases to provide bracing for re-
vetment across the width of the shelter at top and-bottom. It is

j probably desirable, if feasible, to connect the revetment to the
I. dover support. This will increase overall strength of the structure.

t Transmission of blast pressures, through soil i .•
little understood that no design theory can be stated tfor -•rvetment .

I One source recommends that revetment be designed for 15 jprcant- of
the dynamic load on the cover support structure.

d, ntrance. 'The ent.race la a. n tAtr. y ixoortant
*=- I part of a shelter. The despi of l "drs Ala. not a

'4 part o? this report. Howve~t~se tutaatit7ns,, lsd ary
I be eiceseary, In this carn, t.he do-or *_.-- -e plaed at the begin-

ningn of the entranaextwy eo thsat it ti--

presue.o.-.fl' -jpw•" -u~ t to..enblpres urc oly atorpressure V1ic >;4 ccur *f
the door vere-s-e v;;; a- long entrato'T.y$. 4 Qe tmsoudb

*,icxrai cth.c ilontrs-new-ay +utl;y tt door tind Um' ehelter
... , .tt:i~i" .•a the i-i haza Ifthe door faile. If

doors or trtq.l1, *.. -;-A 1on are iiitalled, tlheue could be-

- *. ~mlv uassnes als~ 140 t A~~t s~ haveI -litatod thtat two 90-dejre
*fl turr aýDar protcz~tioa againut nucilear mud thermal

"" 'If i e, cartaios or deors are necessary, they sbouM
be ttistalled in pairs, pr•eferably with one turn between thwm to re-
-duchiý the ptooibility of msslles perforating the protective material.

-"Acce-sa to a zheltcr could conntt of four different mtthods: ve.rti-
*. ,cal ladders, sloplng rampo, stairways, and ttinels. ThM vtcl

C .- la 31L14r - oR d. be utilized wiVth borizonta]L tunnelU-t)ype et1,.nWce.
,..'t ramp-tyjv entrance would be utilized by Itself or in conjuictloa
with a short horizontal tuntnel-type section. Slope of the ramp

"shbould be no greater than I in 4.. Stairway slope should be no
4 , greater than 2 in 3. A surface shelter Would employ a horizontal

"tunnel-ttype entrance, utile a deeply buried shelter would employ the
• . ramp or long stairway-type entrance. A semi-buried shelter would

"probably emtploy the ldder or short stairvay type In conjunction with
-'a horizontal tunnel. Economics viii probably Sovern, although ease

of entry vill be Important. The ramp vill per.mit the inst rapid en-
try., while the ladds;' will be tte vlowest. What-ever the meaos of
access, It tshould be a&Irst entirely covered so as to restrict the

-. .entry of radiation to the beginning aperture only. Earth cover over

.9 t
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the entranceway is a decided benefit since it will reduce the entry
* .of neutrons and genia rays into the shelter proper. Since-vin& drag

. is so detrimental to entrances, it may be desirable to place the en-
trance aperture below ground level even for surface shelters if
possible.

As much protection should be incorporated into the
.4. walls and roof of the entrance as in the revetment and cover support

of the shelter proper. The essential difference between the two
sections of the s~alter would be cross-sectional area since the en-

S* trance would probably be quite smaller.

The dimensions of entrances depend on what will enter
*1the shelter, One source gives minimum dimensions of width, 2 ft 6

in., and height, 5 ft 6 in. This will accommodate stretchers for
"rescue work. Another source states that an emergency exit should be
capable of permitting the passing of one person by mnother. Thess
dimnsions seem acceptable although the size given for an emergency
exit, a pipe of 3-ft diameter, could be acceptable for a main en-
trance if speed of entry is not essential. The important thing to
remember is that for protection against nuclear weapona, the smaller
the open entrances cross-section, the better the protection afforded.

-. Small entrdnces mae present a ventilation problem under extended oc-
cupation -Since leiata of an .ntrance viA.1 greatly affect total con-
ctr 4c~on effort, length sholild be- as short os pos-ible conaistent
with necessary protection, The alores of ramps eud staiiway Vm-V.
necessitate lorger lengths .

The neeeoaity of twergcwcy exito Js quectlonable.
They were deem-a neceseary for prottction against 11. R, veapons Wn

* World WIar 11, but whether tlv~y &mr nwesisary for nuclear warfare is
In dotAt. - If they are OlmlAr to the rmin entrance, they Vill in-
crease the intensity of nmany detrimental effects inside the shelter.
A prefei*ýIe detign would be one aimilar to the type incorporated
Into the FODA greip sholte i. e., a aeotion of the cover support
would be capable of bting m5moved from the ianide and tho earth
cover woulA fall into the shelt-r.

Phe plan of the entranceway can vary, although the
"usual plan will be roughly similar to a "Z." Orientaion of the
entrance con be extremely important. If a probable grouna zero for
a nuclear weapon ia known, the beginning apertuiv of the entrancevuy
shotld face away fram it. Nuclear effects will probably be maximize
inside the shelter if the entranceway faces the explosion.

e. Mlast. Walls. The value of this item is limited to
.H. E. weapons uhbee other items accomp~llsh the same purpose for
nuclear shelters. In the present situation, it ia apparent that
this item sbould be eliited.



tr f. Ventilation and Capacity. It is apparent that sheL .

tars should be designed for a practical maximum of 50 persons with a
1. . practical minimum of 10 sq ft of floor area per person. A minimum

floor space per person is given as 6 sq ft for 12-hour occupation,
"while another source suggests 20 sq ft for two-week occupation.

N However, occupation duration will probably fall between the two ex-
tremes. For unventilated shelters, the most critical items will be
surface area and interior volume. The apparent minimum surface area
per person In 25 sq ft, while 100 sq ft is preferred. Surface shel-
ters require more area per person than buried shelters. A shelter
of equal dimensions, i. e., in the form of a cube, would require the
greatest surface area per person while a long trench shelter would
reqi'Ire the least area. The necessary surface area varies with dura-
tinli of occupation, i. e., the longer the stay the greater the need
ror surface area. The data suggest that a surface area quantity of
100 sq ft per person be established for emergency shelters, except
for a long trench shelter vhich would probably require no more than
50 sq ft. This would allow for extended occupation times. Protec-
tive curtains which will permit some exchange of air are desirable.
Vents in the roof will also improve habitability of the Lhelter by
providing some air exchange. Test results idlicate that these d1e-
vices will permit the entry of some nuclei-r effects but if properly
designed will not admit them in dangerous amounts. The sialer the

diameter of t!Ae vent, the lesser the entry of nuclear effects.
Therefore, small diameter pipes, 6 ir. or less, should be used in
multiple rather than larger sties in lesser quantity. In one In-
stance, simple, 6-in. vents reduced the peak exterior overpresaure

"of 21 pal to an initial peak of U psi and a maximum sustained
.p'essure of 8 psi inside Uhe ab'Lter. Installation of blast clo-
Gume valves in the vents iG desirable. In this caae, a larger dinm-
eter could be employed. Ven'.e will admit neqtruns and gamma rays
"and, to a lesser extent, thermal enecry. Therefore, persornei
should not be located directly below vents. Vents sbaulsd incorpor-
ate a horizontal section at the top to prevent !mtry of fallout par-
ticles fxom abovie. These devicee uhould be quite strong since wany
"have failed under nuclear testin,.

.Undi natural vcntilation conditions, an air quantity
of 6 cu ft per hour per person is considcred necessary. The condi-
tions of this qkuutity are that a roof vent be provided and that the
door or closu'.e device be occasionally opened for exchange of air.
Data on ventilation contain come disparities. Dimensions are varl-
ou shelter shapes and different totals 'of personnel are containmd

in Table XXIV.

SIn considering the several aspects of ventilation
with due regard for facLors such as number or personnel, shelter
shape, expected occupancy time, climatic conditions, elevation of
"shelter, etc., the decision is not one which can be stated generally,:'i 4



but with the various points before him the iaelte planner can
reaech his can solution.

2 _Table XX0IV. Shelter Space Requirements

No. of Suggested Dimensions Surface Area* Volume
fer- Floor Plan (ft) Per Person Per Person

sonnel Width Length Height (sq ft) (cu ft)

, 10 square 10 10 10 60 100
10 short re.t. 5 25 6 61 75
10 long rect. 3 '40 6 7 72
20 square 15 10 52 112
20 sbort rect. 10 20 7 4l 70
20 long rect. 5 7 51 70
50 square 23 23 15 49160
50 short rect. 10 50 9 41 90
50 long rect. 5 100 7 50 70.

,otes: Mi~ua floor ar-a, 10 sq ft per person.
* ":Minimnum volume, 65 cu ft per person.

Minimun surface area, for square plan, 50 sq ft per person;
rectangular plan, 140 aq t per perou.

* Surface area is equal to total of areas of walls, floor and ceilinj

"g. Location. Locatiot oa the shelter can be critical.
"Certainly, it s,4ould not lbe s••jected to debris loads from nearby
strwtures. low spots are ordinarily not desirable because of CM
effects and drainage problems although they are of value against
yprcwt nuclear effects. Cenerally speakit., low spots should wot be
selected. Shelters should be placed for case of construction and
vithin access distance. Locations over underground utilities ani
s subterranean construction must be avoided. Weather conditions have

"* to be considered for deftene against attacks. Stable soil condition
are desirable.

"Against prompt nuclear effects, maximzm protection
vill be obtained if the shelter is oriented so that its main axis II
perpendicular to the line of blast. If a probable ground zero is
knoun, advantsae can be taken of this fact.

b. Elevation. If soil conditions permit, the shelter
should be placed beloithe ground surface for optimum proteetion,
Chemical warfare presents the only Increased effects hazard tj

%- ;buried shelters. Shelters should be placed on the surface only "hae"" absolutely necessary. Economic conCltiont may require se•mi-buried
shelter*.
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"i. Radiation Attenuation Factors. The attenuation of
nuclear radiation is a fairly definite item except for neutrons.
Not enough deta exist for accurate figures o. neutron attenaon,
Table XVI. Chemical composition of the soil cover is the governing
factor in the attenuation of neutrons. Another pertinent thing to
remember is that the attenuation of prompt gamma rays, Table XV, de-
pends on slant thickness of earth cover while the attenuation of
neutrons depends on minimum thickness. The attenuation figures
given are for uniform fieli conditions; i. e., there are no side

t" effects. However, these conditions will rarely exist. Earth cover
"4- 25 in. thick over a foxhole 4 ft deep would reduce promptt galna by

a factor of 10, but an open foxhole will reduce prompt gamma by a
factor of 8 at the bottom; therefore, the correct attenuation
factor for a foxhole with 25 in. of earth cover is 0.0125'rather
than 0.1. For surface shelters, there would be essentially no side

""2 effects and the attenuation factors would be correct as given in
Table XV. For buried or semi-buried shelters other than foxholes,
attenuation will vary with depth and the top area. The attenuation
provided by buried or semi-buried shelters is considerably greaterM• than the depth of the earth cover over the compartment.

.,. Fallout Shelters. Shelter for protection against
fallout requires only that a sufficient amount of attenuating mate-
rial be placed between personnel and the source of radiation to re-
duce it to a negligible amount. A semi-buried shelter represents

*the usual compromise between economy and protectiou. However, the
value of placing a shelter below the surface must not be i6nored.
Overhead cover is of prime value during fallout. In a post-fallout

- , situation, sufficient cover is required to attenuate radiation from
particles directly overhead, The greatest hazard, however, exists

K.': at the ground surface. The beat protection against this hazard is
achieved by placing the shelter below ground - below the "plane of
maximum radiation."

"k. Construction, Savings of time and money can be rea-
"lized by maximum utilization of mechanical equipment. Equipment can

%, be used especially for excavations, placing backfill, and havdling
*"l .s-ge shelter sections. A major part of the cnostruction of ewer-

gency ahelters will have to be done by hand. No attempt has been
made to determine construction tieso alid costs since they are sub-
ject to w L ay variables. Among these variables are maiterials,

* equipment, soil conditions, skill of personnel, etc.

1. Materials. In general, the desirable materials for
emergency shelters ahould exhibit the following characteristics:
strength, duct.ility, and resiliency il structural components and

I -, massiveness in the cover. Unreinforced masonry is not recoawmended
an a structural element. Steel, timber, and concrete are desirable
structural materials. Soil and nick are ex0ellent cover materials,
Te -important thing is to fully utilize available materials.

STh
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0., Shelter Types. An evaluation of the different shelter
types endeapon e agains which each shelter type is effee-

tive Ispresented In the following Bubparagraphs .ý

S..a. Simple Shelters. The best types of simple shelter
in terms of protection, time, materiql; and cost would be open and
covered trenches . The foxhole is an improvement over the trench
only in a tactical situation. 'As a shelter, it is only slightly
more effective than a trench and requires considerably more effort
per man. The open trench would be advantageous at a great distance
from a probable ground zero. None of these is effective against
chemical and biological attack.

V•" The covered trench is definitely the moat effective
simple shelter. It can be closed fairly easily to provide addi-
tional protection against fallout and chemical and biological war-
fare. It has its limitations, particularly with respect to blast.

. Since the cover support rests on the sides of the trench, blast
strength of the shelter will be limited by soil strength unless

S ;ijsuitable revetment is provided. The interior dimensions of a cov-
*• ered trench are such that there is negligible attenuation of blast

entering the shelter chamber. Results of nuclear tests indicate
that this shelter should be limited to providing protection against
maximum blast pressure of 20 psi and low neutron intensities.

Sb. Special Shelters. Test results indicate that the
greater the depth of burial of a shelter the greater the protection
afforded. For this reason, whenever maximum protection is desired,
the buried shelter is preferred,

It is apparent that the surface shelter should be

used only where ground conditions make it the only practical type.
Such aheltera are particularly vulnerable to atomic blast and nu-
clear radiation. Protection against drag force requires that the
roof, walls, and floor be one continuous ;tructure.

"". A long, large pipe section will provide an excellet',
burifd shelter framework since it provides both lateral and vertical
support. Entrnce design will be greatly affected by depth of place-
ment of the buried shelter. The buried shelter is the only one of
practical design suitable for protection against h4gh-intensity et-
fects of nuclear weapons.

Where economy of time and material is important, te
preferred design vwill usually be the semi-buried shelter. The necea-
sary excavation for this shelter will furnish part and sometimes all
of the needed earth cover. nie chelter design will vary from a situ-
"ation where only the earth cover projects above the ground surface

*-. to a situation where as much aa 50 percent of the revetment project*



Sabove- the ground surface. In the design of semi-buried shelters,
as test rdsults indicate, contWuity shoul be provided betamei .
revetment and cover support.

IV. CONCLUMONS

U1. Conclusions. It is concluded that:

a; Weapons effects data are available in sufficient de-
tall for general design purposes subject to the limitations set
forth in the following conclusions.

b. Acceptable limits for exposure of personnel to the
various weapons effects remain to be established.

c. The design of cover support or framework is not a
precise process because of insufficient data on the effect of earth
cover on blast forces and insufficient data on the desin of struc-
tures against dynamic loads.

aeo d. The design of revetent is not a precise process be-

cause of insufficient data on the transmission of shook iaves
through soi.

e. Shelter entrances are quite vulnerable and therefore
important. -Their design merits careful attention..-

f. There is a need foe additional data on mini=i essen-
tial ventilation required for shelters whore extended stay tinms am
involved. -*

g. Optimum protection in obtained uhen tka shelter is
placed wholly below the ground surface.

I h. The attenuation of nuclear radiation, except for
neutrons, is sufficiently understood for design purposes. Adaitiongal
"data are necessary befoiv attenuati,- of neutrons can be wcurately
computed.

I. The design of ahelters for fallout protection presents
no problems except for the aforementioned need for additional venti-

* lation data.

"j . The covered trench ,helter is the optimm type of
7i . helter when costs, construction time, and protection are considered,

" provided soil conditions are n-t prohibitive.

A i



* •'"k. When apecil abselter 4esif~na ale neceaaart' bec "-
i •,:~iior ue~pon effets or soil coadition, the wholly or par•tiaI b• .a

,, •'.abelters o,.-e preferrea.

* .*
4' .*,
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.5 .. '5TERM MEANING
5*

Alpha Paricle A particle emitted spontaneously from the
F. •nuclei of some radioactive elements. It is

identical with a helium nucleus, having a
"" "mass of four units and an electric charge

of two positive units.

Attenuation Factor The ratio of interior intensity of nuclear
radiation to the exterior intensity. It is
usually expressed as a decimal but occasion-
ally as a fraction.

' •Beta Particle A charged particle of very small mass emit-
ted spontaneously from the nuclei of certain
radioactive elements. Most (if not all) of
the fission fragments emit (negative) beta
particles. Physically, the beta particle

* is identical with an electron moving at
" •high velocitl.

Blast Wave A pressure pulse of air, accompanied by
winds, propagated continuously from an
explosion.

Critical Waes The minimum maes of a fissionable material
. that will just maintain a fission chain re-

action under precisely specified conditions,
such as the nature and thickness of the
tamper (or neutron reflector), the density
"(or compression)o And the physical shape
(or geometry). For an explosion to occur,
the system must. be supercritical, i.e., the

""-.mass of material must exceed the critical
mass under the existing conditions.

Cube Root Law A scaling law applicable to many blast
% .phenomena. It relates the time and diet-

.l •ance at which a given blast effect is oh-
'erved to the cube root of the energy yield
of the explosion.

Diffraction loading The force on a structure during the passage
around and envelopment of the structure by

. the blast wave.

4 5'
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Dose Ar'ttotal or accumuted) qtantity of

ionizing (or nuclear) radiation. The'i" term
dose is often used in the sense of the ex-
posure dose, expressed in roentgens, which
is a measure of the total amount of ioniza-
tion that the quantity of radiation could

. .produce in air.

"Dose Rate As a general rule, the amoun, of ionizing
(or nuclear) radiation to whi,,h an indivi-
dual would be exposed per unit of time. It
is usually expressed as roentgens per hour

"Y." or in multiples or submultiples of these
units, such as milli-roentgens per hour.
The dose rate is commonly used to indicate
the level of radioactivity in a contami-
nated area.

*,Drag loading The force on an object or structure due to
the transieni winds accompanying the pass-
age of a blast wave. The drag pressure ti
the product of the dynamic pressure and a
coefficient which is dependent upon the
shape (or geometry) of *L structure or
object.

Dynami.o Pressure The air pressure which results froe the
mass air flow (or wind) behind the shock
front of a blast wave. It is equal to tbe
producit of half the density of the air,*through hie&h the blast wave passes and the
square of the particle (or vina) velocityI 'n the wave as it Impinges on the object or

structure.
-'-4

Dynamic Arching The antion of an earth cover by which the
live load over a sttructure roof is diverted
around the structure tbxu the surrounding
soil, i. e., the soil over and around the
roof forms an arct tarouý,i the interaction
of the soil particles. This would occur
only 'When the depth of cover is equal to or
greater than the roof span.

Elastic Range The stresc rtnge in vi¢ a material will
"recover its original form when the force
(or loading) Is removed. Elastic

4 .



". ~deformation refers to dimensional changes
" •., occurring within the elastic range.

.4

•-:Fallout The process or phenomenon of the Tall back
• • to the earth's surface of particles contain-

:, •:inated. with radioactive material from the
,• atomic cloud. The term is also aprplied ina collective sense to the contamlinted

particulate mitter itselfa

Filsion The process whereby the nucleus of a par-

'" •.•ticular heavy element splits into (general-
ly• ) two nuclei of liher elements,, with
the release of substantial amounts of ener-eY, The most important fissionable fmteri-

• I!.als are uranium-235 and plutonulu-239,

.Fusin The process whereby the nuclei of lieIt
lelements, especially those of the isotopes

" of hartu en, namely, deuteriuml ad tritfu.

. 1 icombine to forme the nucleus of a heavier
tiuyelement with the release of substanetal

Ssof s amounts of ener.

,Game Ra Electromeaetic radnations of habh energy
SFsiooriTinating in atomic nuclei and accompany-

eeing many nuclear reactions, e. o ., fiesiong
radiof tivity, and neutron capture. Physi-

• L •.cally, gamna rays are Identical with X-rasyof hine energy; the onle eofential differ-
elence is that the X-rayse do nou origitat

nfrom atomic nucleiibut a ne p aoaced inothe wayncla eatos, e. g.,b lvgdw (fistio)

ofelectrs of high energy.

Ground Zero le, point ot the surface of land or water

. vertlual~ly below or above the center of afburmt of a nuclear (or atomic) weapon;

ofrequently abbrevated to bZo For a burst
I: over or eider Tater.t the term surface zero

should preferably be used.

" ,talf-Life The tize required for the activity of a
5.. •given radioactive species to decreaze to

"half of ito initial value due to radio-
active decay.
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Half-Valuemln laye Th thickness of ua gi.ven maeil

4 . . .

°., , 4.

fThickness will absorb half the gamma radiation inci-

7, dent upon it. This thickness depends on
•.the nature of the material-lit is roughl

*inversely proportional to its density- and
4.hl-aualso on the energy of the gamma rays.

Height Of Burst The heaohr above the earth's surface at
deith a bomb is detonated In the air. The

... optlinn height of burst for a particulartarget (or area) is that at which it is

f.'¢,;.estimated a weapon of a specified energy
yield will propuce a certain desired tf-
fect over the maermum possible area.Mhigh The product of the overpressure (or dyamic

opressure) fre the blast ove of an exploa
Stsion (or anthe tie turang which it aits at

ae given point. More specificalfe it In
the integral., pith respect to tieýe of the

v Trssue (or produit pressure ( he
integration being detuen the tite of sr-

"rival of the blast wave and that at which
the overpressure (or dynamic pressure) re.
turns to zero at the given point.

Ionizing Raaiation Mlectromoguetic radiation (gwma rays or
X-rys) or particulate radiation (alpha
partieles), beta particles, neutrons, etc.)
capable of producing ions, i. e., electri-
cally chhged particles, directly or W.-

directly in Its passage through matter.

I Key, ThoumA A unit of energy commonly used in nucleqr
Electron Volts physics. It in equivalent to 1.6 x I0"3

"ergo.

.12, Kiloton Energy The energy of a nuclear (or atomice) explo-
siotn which is equivalent to that produced
by the explosion of 1 kiloton (Is e.,, 1,000
tons) of TIV, I. e.., 101 calories or

44• 414.2 x 10-19 ergs.

! Lamination The principle of building up a be=m or roof
It layer- rather than uring solid members.

S. As used herein it does not refer to a true
l,,ina because the individual layers are
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Spot f~astened with nails rathner than being
glued.

LD -50., LD/50 Abbreviations for median lethla] dose.

Loading .The force on an object or.structure or ele-
*~ ment of a structure. The loading clue to

blast is equal to the net pressure in ex-
cess of the ambi~ent value multiplied by the
area of the load~ed. object., etc.

Median Lethal Dose The amount of ionizing (or nuclear) radia-
tionexposure over the wihole body which it

is xpetedwould be fatal to 50 percent of
a large group of living creatures or organ-
ismto. It Is commonly (although not univer-

V aa"lr acceoted, at the present time., that
a dase of about 450 roentgene,, received.
over the whole body in %v' course of a few

* hourn or less, is the median letbal dose
for_ kuwu beings.

NX, agaon ner$,- Theenergy ofa nuclear (or atomic) explo-
sion whi.ch ts equivalent to 1,0000,000 ýona

(or~&00 Ulotons) of iTNT 1. e4,,,U
caloriers or 4.2 % 1022 ergo.

Rev.. Million Electron A unit of energy como t~l sed in nuelegr
volts physics. it to equivalent to 1.6 x 1-

erge. Approxituztely 200 Hev of eneWg axe
* ~pivduced for e~very nucletts that undergoes

.4' ~~~~Neutron A neutral particlem, 1 ',vt oeet
9 cal charge,, of app xlmately unit M~os,

present In all atomic nuclei, except thoue
of ordinary (or light) kNrogeeu. Neutrons
ext required to initiate the fiscioA pm-c
eas, and large numbiers of neutrons are.
produced by both fisnion, and tN~ion reae-c
tiona In nuclear (or atomic) ex-ploalons.

.9- *Nominal. Atomic Bomb A tem, nov becoming obsol.ete,, formerly
unced to Aeseribe an atomic Veapun with an
energy releoae equivm~lent to 20 kilotons

.~. . proximately the energy yield of the bombs

T.4
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, explcded over Japan and -in tbe Bikini teata

Nuclear Radiation Purticulate and electromagnetic radiation
emitted from atomic nuclei in various nu-
clear processes. The important nuclear.,..:
radiations, from the weapons standpoint,
are alpha and beta jarticles, gama rays,.
"and neutrons.

Nuclear Weapon (or A general name given to any weapon in which
SBoub) the explosion results from the energy re-

leased by reactions involving atomic nuclei,
elther fission or fusion or both.. Thus, the
A (or atomic) bomb and the H (or hydrogen)

4 " bomb are both nuclear weapons. It would be
equally true to cali them atomic weapons,* ', since it ia the energy of atomic nuclei
that is involved in each case. However, it
has becom more or less customary, althougA
it is not strictly accurate, to refer to
weapons in vhich all the energy resulte
from fission as A bombs or atomic bombs.
In order to make a distinction, those weap-
"ona in which at lea-t part of the energy
results from thex•ouuclear (fusion) reac-
tions among the isotopes of hydrogen have
been called H bombs or hydxoen boabs.

* Overpreesure The transient pressure, usully expressatl
. in poundu per square inch, exceedinig te

ambient pressure, mnifested in the sboak
(or blast) wave from an exploton. The

* variation of the overpresouro with time
depends on the energy yield of the explo-
,ion, the distanoe from the point of burat,
"and the modium in which the weapon is deto-
"nated. The peak overpressure is thc maxi-
MuM Valva of the overarc uuste at a given
locatiou and to Senevally experienced at

I ."the instant the shock (or blast) wave
reachea that location.

pladtic Fange The stress range in Phiah a, material will

not fail when subjected to the ettion of a
V •force but will not recover completely, so

% that a periulent iet, I.mation reulto when
the force is removed. Plastic deforration

; refers to dim4nsional changes occurring
within the plastic rvnge.
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" Prompt Nuclear Effects The nuclear effects, e. g., neutrons, gamm
t. rays, blast wave, alpha and beta particles,

which occur within P_ few seconds or minutes
after a detonation.

-'"D A unit of absorbed dose of radiation; it
represents the absorption of 100 ergs. of
nuclear (or ionizing) radiation per gram of
the absorbing material. or tissue,

Radiological Shelter A shelter designed primarily for protection
against nuclear .radiation.

,RE (or Relative The ratio of the number of rads of gamma
Biological radiation of a certain energy which will
Effectiveness) produce a specified biological effect to .tý

the number of rads of another radiation
required to produce the same effect is the
.RBE of this latter radiation.

REM A unit of biological dose of radiation;
the name is derived from the initial let-
ters of the term "roentgen equivalent mun
(or mammal)," The number of rems of radi-
ation is equal to the number of rads ab-
aorbed multiplied by the RBE of the given
"radiation (for a specified effect).

REP A unit of absorbed dose of radiation; the
name is derived from the initial letters of
the term "roentgen equivalent physical.*
Babically, the rep is intended to express
"the amount of energy absorbed per gram of
soft tissue as a result of exposure to I
roentgen of gamma (or X) radiation. This
is estimated to be about 97 ergs, although
the actual value depends on certain experi-
mental data which are not precisely knovn.
"The rep is thus defined, in geeral, as the
"dose of any ionizing radiation which results
"in the absorption of 97 ergs of energy per
gram of soft tissue. For soft tissue, the• rep and the tad are essentially the eame.

Roenitgen, r A unit of exposure dose of gama (or X)
radiation. It is defined precisely as the
quantity of gamma (X) radiation such that

* ,."', '- .,~* . ..
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!,..' 0.00/293 gr• of air l•x•u•es, •u air, tons
'..,. carrying nee electrostatic unit quantitF otp
•: electricity of either sign. From %he ac-

D., cepted value for the energy lost by an elec-
Stron in producing a positive-negative ion

:.•. pair in airs it is estimated that i roentgen
.:. of gamma (or X) radiation, voul• result .in

i•• the absoz•tion of 87 ergs of energy per gram
::, of air.ii

Hc•lln• T• l mathematical relationship gat.ch permits
the effects of a nuclear (o-" atomic)explo°

. : slo• of glven energy yield to be determined -.
.•-:. as a function of distance from the explo-
•'." elan (or from groun• zero), provided the
•.:'. correspond•g effect i, known as a l•ctlon
Sof distance for a •ference explosion• e. g.,

of 1-kiloton energy yield.

• ScatteriD• The diversfon of radiation, either %herma•
•.•• or nuclear, f•m its orlglna• path as .a te-
l s•It •f .interactions (or collisions) with

atnms, molecules, or l•'ger particles in
the atmosphere or other med£•n between the

:.., source of the radiatton• e. •.• a nuclear
'-'." (or atomic) exploslone an• a point at so•e
• .": dlntanc•, away. As a result •f seattert•,
• ": radlatlon• (especially gam• rays and neu-
• ":•i t•ons) vi• • received at such a point

from many dlreettons instesxl of Om3•y from
the direction of the source.

,•i.• E•I• A•y material or obstruction which absorbs
", ra•tatl•n • thus t•ndo to protect person-
S " nel or materle•s from the effects of a nu-

clear (or atomic) explosion, A moderately
• thick •er of any opaqu• materlal vlll

;',, provide eatlsfactOry ahieldl•6 from thermal
•:?• re'.llatlon, b•t a considerable thickness Of
-• material of high density may be necdea for
';• nuclear radlat•on shleldtn•..
.•
SShock Fnmt The fairly •harp boundary betveen the pres-

•.:. (•r Pressure F•ut) •ure dlo•;urbanco created by an exl•oslon
,;:.. (in air, uat•r, or sex, h} a• the • ent
,"'-• atmosphere, •ater, or earth, respectlvel•.
"".. It coustltutes the i•co•t o• the aback (or
Sblast ) rave,

;:



4. Mock Wave A continuously propagated pressure pulse
(or wave) in the Burroundipg medium, which
may be air.. water.. or earth., initiated by
the expansion of' the hot gases produced in
an explosion. A shock wave in air 189 gen-p erally referred to as a blAst wave, beeause
it is similar to (and is accompanied by)
strong, but transient, winds.* The duration[ ~.'.'of a shock (or blast) wave is distinguished
bytwo phases. First,, there is the poai-

ti~ve (or compression) phase during which
the pivessure rises very sharply to a value
that is higher than avibient, and then de-

2 creases rapidly to the ambient pressure.
Teduration of tepositive phaseInrae

and the maximum (peak) pressure decreases
with increasing distance from an explosion

~. of given energy yield. In the second ybasep
the negative (or auction) phase, the pres-

- sure falls below amblent and then returns
to the ambient value. %%e duration of the

negative pbane is approximately constant
throughout, the blast wave history and my.
tive phase. Deviations from the aubient

C.' pressure during the negative phese ame
%I never large and they decrease with increas-

ing distance from the explosion~.

Simple Shelters These are readily constructed vit~h a lImt-
ed amount of effort and expenditure of mate-

* nab * Sow~ examples are prone dhalters,,
foxcholes, open and covered trench.

* Blet Rlange 1The Aiotanee from a given location, usually
on the carth'es urface, to the point at
which the explosiou occurreC.

Special Shelters These furniah greater protection but re-
L ~quire cons~derably note effort and expend..

r itur~e of mat~erials than the ofraple obeltears.
They are further de~fined by their relation-
ship to the ground eur*'aiee 1.* ep a, utface

%: Bhelterso semi-buried shelteras, buried
shelters.

* TBuried She te rs These, including their cover, a~etrly
below the ground. surface. aoetr

*4.N
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Semi-buried Shelters These project partly above and partly belaw
the ground surface.

Surface Shelters These are situated entirely above the
I ground surface.

Surface Burst The explosion of a nuclear (or atomic) weap-
on at the surface of the land or water or at
a height above the surface less than the ra-
dius of the fireball at maximum luminosity
(in the second thermal pulse). An explosion
in which the bomb is detonated actually on
the surface is called a contact surface
burst or a true surface burst.

Thermal Energy The energy emitted from the ball of fire as
* thermal radiation. The total amount of ther-

*rmal energy received per unit area at a speci-
fied distance from a nuclear (or atomic) ex-
plosion is geverally expressed in terms" of
"calories per square centimeter.

K, Thermal Radiation Electromagnetic radiation emitted (in two
pulses) from the ball of fire as a conse-
quence of its very high temperature; it
consists essentially of ultraviolet) visible,
and infrared radiations. In the early stages
(first pulse), when the temperature of the
fireball is extremely high, the ultraviolet

M radiation predominates; in the second pulse,,
the temperatures are lower and most of the
thermal radiation lies in the visible and
infrared regions of the spectrum.

"Typical Air Burst The explosion of a nuclear weapon for which
the height of burst is such as may be expected
to cause maximum blast dest•ruction in an aver-
age city.

Yield (or Energy Yield) The total effective energy released in a nu-
clear (or atomic) explosion, It is usually
expressed in terms of the equivalent tonnage
of TNT required to produce the same energy re-
lease in an explosion. The total energy yield
is manifested as nuclear radiation, thermal

.5 . I radiation, and shock (and blast) energy, the
actual distribution being dependent upon the

.5. i medium in which the explosion occurs (primar-
113) and also upon the type of weapon andb he

time after detonation.
!i i "'
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)(ne nd IObstacles Lend'o uc U OS -13~.~M

Corps of Engin1ee s Fort 
________Virgin

8 ~Eugr Rles & Dew MIT, To, OCC

Ofice, Chief of Engineers _____________________

ii. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W aac~~ 1~~w~ fis~ uxw usml ty. Mr. aWW." *AM

*AFF(Teeh MAAt &P -Finh m owt.

8 1 1
Navyso A: I . PINAL WaW.

i& wt~ April 1.95i 54 JY_

a ULds proJect to CepCctedto; 7d vo improved tm
-r Mf alrn eqWirmntest andl technique& for incrreasing the *efficiency and *a" of

handling *iA coastruction. of field4 fortifications WAn obstacles, to fac ilitate the
movement saM 8.feau or fieldl forces In thethaero opf-ation, assist I h
attainment of their iLUitary objective, soeaeqaey e hetrato n
creaseal firepower WnA destructiveptnilte fpeetvaosadndso

.4varfare, Includling atowlpmic, prvd nresddfne gis adifnr
attacks. nos Improvt4 or eeow tm wl ers"loe of mtre n

nrggoionl. andI Varrants-taa tAtnfx

a.Brief:

(1). Objective

of feld ortiicaton* d obtacls eiwel as equ~ipment that vIll
"mistin he ou~tnwionwmicretio ofsuch items, aMd to provide

peaddtoa rtect io ns.crt t il forces in the theater of
(2) Military Chiaractteria~stis:mtr~o M qimn

(a) The new waMor Ipoetechniques, aetlw eqimndo
veloed hal failiatethe scosuplishment of tactical, sisoion..
its. _ M7T e

% 0, "DD "" 45 3"nuf ONPs

"N"ATM
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i•'Al ma =terials and, equipment dewloped shall be aft""1. Optin simplicity of desin..
"" , initi weight w dimensions feasible for specific use, d to

Sfacilitate transporting and handling.Oo tIa bilty for speuFfic uae .
I.L ._ OuFc hA design " to take maxaM m avantae of locally avaiom6

Allmaterialsa
1. 0ptz saeti fo tryns-oti, b .dn and ues.

(b) All techniques shall:
1. Be based on the specific tactica2 requirements.

Be simple in concept and practical in execution.
GOive parema t consideration to sped, performance, accurity
and economy.

(c) Detail characteristics will vary, depending upon tie specific and
"." item (excepting Item referenced in paragraph 21(2)(d) herein) and

will be furnished in secordance with paragraph 21b (2) herei, In
"the event. of conflict between the preceding general military abarm-

'-" •teristios and those furnished under paragraph 21b(2) herein, the
I" latter will be the governing factor.

(d pecific Military Characteristics: Foxhole Excavation Charge
S1. The device shall be capable of providing a hole tour feet In

diamcter and three feet deep with near -vertioal walls in soils
I of varmous densities, using a maximua of six pound. of Ordnance
.4..Corps standard type explosives.

2. The device shall be of the one-shot type design, and shall pro-
Sduce the required foxhole within two mtintes tise.

.. The device shall be capable of vithstanding direct hits by mal
arms anozitiont without Initiation of the explosive.

4 Ri. The' device s1l1 be capable of air transportability in Phase 1.
. Pazachute delivery to desired In aerial resupply operations. No

additional items and/or pers.nnael vill be required in the sis
ai. rcraft load to achleve combat effectiveness. Sectional ation
of tie item not requ.i.ad for air transportability.

"". The device shall contain such safety features as to require
positive manual effort by the user, to effect detonation.

6. The equipment shall hive the Inherent capability of accepta~ 1
performance within an air temperatlure range extending from io12V

. FO minimum exposure of Is hours Sith full impact of solar redi-
oation; 360 BT'I/Ft SojHr. to -I40 F, minimum exposure of 3 days

."without benefit of solar radiation; and shall be capable of safe
storage and transportation without peranent ispairment of its
espabilitiem frcm the effects of temperature, at teperatures
from -"#% for periods of at leasnt three days duration5 to

*+1600F, for periods as long as hours per day with ftl impact
of solar radiat~on, 360 BU/FT W~. Rr.

4, j 00 ,• 0134.
.4.
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" (b. Bse on tactical assumptions efforto viii be sade to iuprove the charms-

• i teriticae of field fortifications to Increase the efficiency and esue of
W their usA e, i.e., in their tranSportati, a and construction.

".Especia attentioe vil#. be gven tof t be use of drefabricated sections of
"4• tale ad light utrial designed tbo facAlitate raranspo-iwnh ud 1arseidlin

(1 Band erecti a. Develoupent of obstacles vil be bsi ed on (1) their ade-
..*rs pendent use as a f ians to delay tnd eerras i ene cy and (2) as oa

rauxiliary means of defense of fiel fortifia tio ns. Eplecial const derat-
E attion will be given to the deuelopment of prefabriccted sections of steel

4% obstacles such as hedgehogs and barbed vire. The potentialities of floam
' as an obstacle will be f4lly investigated, as aso •ill be obstacles

* ~against amphibious assault &Ld obstacles against airborne assaults.
Coordination with euloyment of mine warfare vill be considered.

(2) The accomplishment of the mission of this-project shall be effected
throusgh six (6) specific and successive phae:
I. Confirmation of requirement* by the using agency (Army Field Forces).

i. Investigation and evaluation by the developiag agency, to determine
the merits of possible approaches towards the solution of confirmed
rtquirements.: Prepartion of specfic uilitary characteristics.
-.Appoal of the ailitary characteristics by %lie uising amey (AFT).

". Approval of the Mlitary characteristic* by appropriste aewdmeAt
and/or revision to this project through action of the Corps of
Engineers Technical Coittete.
Re. seeearch and developwent In accordance vith aproved alittar

" " characteristie..

a. Subtasks:i
(1) Related Project 8-7-06-00Q pertains to the development of adrpters for

"anchoring U type pick.ets in hard or frown grund to facilitate erection
of barbed vire obstacles.

d. Other Infouiationt

Buie Research - Not applicable
2 Referencesi

(a) Field Fortifications Ma.nalK , IN 5-1S.
Jb Obstacle Techniques Manual, FM 5-30.

o Various Engineer Technical Int*ll1geace Reports of field expedients
use by both friendly and enemy forces In Ko- &, relative to the
field of Fortifications, and ObstileIs.

"(d) lia 1263, CEMC Reeting 1238, Closing Project No. 8" 6-001.

00 ZI* D 613-1w

i' • tlS
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•i.(a) "Alanes questionnaire for New Field Fortifications Projet" ass

i'., prepared by the MMD, file TZW-W (Suspense -Date 20 May 1953)p and
•,'•extracts of letters received by the WMI in reply to the

questionnaire referenced in preceding subparagraph&,• said extracts
eouilsting of 21• pages with dates varin from 5 May 1952 to 15

!•!August 1952 in which requirements are stated for items pertaining

to the baeloe field of '•Fortificatims• and Obstacles".
"i:(3) Discusson.

"."(a) Agreements have been made with Ars Field Forces and Marine Corps to
"-" furnish technical assistance and facilities when required. Also,
•-" the ordnance Corps has agreed to furnish technical assistance on
Squestions of firepower.

•(b) Agencies interested in this project, in *Addties to the Corps of
." Engineers, with which liaison will be maintained and vhich will be
".-• furnished copies of reports on the project are, Navy Department,
-•i Amy7 Field Focnes, Marine Corps, Ordnance Corps.

L 1

S.. ... C*
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EK" (8-M.-06-105)

SUBJECT: Integration of Navy Project NY 340-032 - AT
Protective Shelters

" TO: Commanding Officer
Engineer Research and Development Laboratories
Fort Belvoir, Virginia

A,'. ,'

1. References:

Sa. Letter from Office, Chief of Engineers to Commanding
4.' '., Officer, Engineer Research and Development Laboratories., file ENGNF

(8-07-06-105), subject: Emergency Shelters - Suggested Joint Army-
Navy Action, dated 22 December 1954, with inclosuree.

b. lst Indorsement from ERDL to OCE, file TEORD MD
8-07-06-105 (22 Dec 54), same subject, dated 17 January 1955.

*ac. RDB Project Card, Symbol DD R&D (A) 119 (3950), for
Navy Proje&t r.. NY 340-032, AW Protective Shelters, dated 15 Febru-
ary 1955, classified CONFIDENTIAL (copy inclosed).

*2 The correspondence referenced in paragraphs 1-a and -b
above describes preliminary planning for integrating Navy require-
ments for AW protectiive shelters into the present Corps of Engineers

.. program in field fortifications. Subsequent to that planning, this
office was advised that funds had become available in the Bureau of
Yards and Docks, Department of the Navy, which would permit Immedi-
ate transfer to the Department of the Army of $30,000, in lieu of
$15,000 during FY 1955 and $15,000 during FY 1956 as originally
planned. Accordingly, funds furnished under Navy Appropriation No.
,21-17X1319.11 in the amount of $30,000 were transferred to MDL

.. .. under Corps of Engineers Allotment No. 8-5199 on 19 April 1955.

"3. It is requested that the Department of the Navy require-
* merits for AW Protective Shelters described as Phase I in the in-

closed project card be integrated into the work presently being
conducted under Project No. 8-07-06105, in accordance with the
preliminary plan set forth in the correspondence referenced in
paragraph 1-b above.

t. BY COMMAN OF MAJOR GENERAL STUROISt

, Inel. /e/ William J. New
SCy Proj Card /t/ WnlLAM J. NEW

N. NY 340-032 Acting Chief
Engr Res & Dctl*opment Division

,%'

'A

''
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U APPEN I --

'5, D IROUND

r: (8-o.O6-1) 22 December 1951

.'+. •2;. -SM=•P: fmergency Shelters S uggeste Joint Army-Navy Action

TO: Commanading Officer
Engineer Research and Development Laboratories
Fort Belvoir, Virginia

' it. References:

Sa. Copy of let Indorsement from OCE to Chief, Dureau' of
yws. eand Docks, subject as above, 23 November 1954 (incloeure 1).

- a b. Copy letter from Chief, Bureau of Yards and Docks,
S•subject: 'TroJect NY 3140-032 - Emergency Shelters - Accomptshmebnt

by Integration into Arwr Research and DevelopIent in Field Fortifl-
catlonas, dated 9 December 1954 (Inclosure 2).

:9i 2. On 9 Novembor 1954, a prellatinary conference van held at
Sbetween representatives of the Navy Department Wn, WOE (Engtueer
Research & Develownent Division) regarding the feasibility of an
An.y ageney pen-muoing research for the Navy in the fiela of "I:r-
Seney Shelter&". As a result of the diecuaolon, an outline of tbe
present program in Field Fortifications0 aloug vWth a request for
moe specific inforation, u ia forja•r d to the Navy Depwteat

• S. (E~mncloure 1.

. , 3. By letter of 9 Decemer 15 (Inalo-u'e 2), the- avy Be.

S -. partment has given the available additional information, aloug with
; ithe expected availability of funds.

4. It is desired that the information contained in the two

inclosures be reviewed and a proposal submitted to this offlce indl-
eAting:

•. PnI= for IntegrtLag this addItional work into the
* ,present program.

-. b. Utiliation of funds -r= the Navy.

• V a. Any adverse effect on present program due to the adki.
t1o0al *ork load.

I I* t •• ~i iII IMi l l illti [ I l+ ml lll!l l i



d. Re as to wbat the Nuqy uiay expect f br tbef~r
1investmant an•iLL •e - my expect It.,

5. 1I view of the desire to utilize Fy 55 funds, available* ,w from the Navy Department, ,t is requested that this office be advised

-. as to when the above information may be expected and of oany iquire-
ment for a further meeting with Navy Department representatives prior
to the resolution of the problem.

BY COMMAND OF MAJOR GENERAL 8TtflGIS:

2 Inols:
l. Cy lzt ndtohp, /a/ C. T. Newton,

Bvflocks, 23 Nov 5 /t/ C. T. NEWTON
2. Cy ltr fm BuDocks, Colonel, Corps of Engineers

S9 Dee 54 ief, Env Rea & Development Div.

"4 1
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.8-o7-o6-105 (22 Dec9r4) lot Thd
SUBJFC'T: Emergency Shelters - Suggested aoiat Arqm-Navy Action

Engineer Research and Development Laboratories, Corps of Engineers,
U. S. Amy, Fort Belvoir, Virginia

.4. 17 Jan 1955
TO: Chief of Engineers, Department of the Armi, Washington 25, D. C.,

:• ENGNP

1. Referenne is made to a conference in. the Office of the
Chief, Field Engineering Branch, Engineer Research and Development
Division, Office, Chief of Engineers, on 11. January 1955, attended
by:

Mr. 1. F. Woollard, Field Engineering Branch, Engineer
Research and Development Division, OCE.

"Lt. Col. F. D. McGinnis, Field Engineering Branch, ER&D
Div., OCE.

Commander A. B. Chilton, Jr.) Research Division, Bureau of
Yards and Docks, Navy Department

Mr. J. W. Terrill, Passive Defense Branch, Bureau of Yards
and Docks, Navy Department.

Mr. J. P. Roysdon, Engineer Research and Development
Laboratories.

Sr Mr. R. M. Flynn, Engineer Recearch and Developmunt
Laboratories.

2. The conference was called for the purpose oT discunsing
requirements of shelters fur tte Navy, conditions under which they
would be constructed, materials available for construction, and the
relation of the requirements of the Navy to present work on fteld
fortifications. It developed that wbereas ERDL is now directing all
efforts toward the development of fighting emplacements with plans
to explore the subject of shelters in the future, the Navy Department
is interested exclusively in shelters vand desires that at least a
token effort. be started on this sub,'Ject •nmediatt~ly. It vas agreed
by all present that the sum of $30,').0000 which the Navy Department
proposed to contribute, would not be sufficient to supprt wny ape-
cifte experimentation, but that it could be used. to mutual advantage
in the curent program on fortiflcitions and that, with this money,
work could be started this year ard complctcd by the end of 1956 on
collecting and compiling inf,'rmat':on pernent to the design of shel-
ters. It was agreed that such a r-tudy would cover only information

--. which may now exist in scattered places and would not require the
development of new inforamtion, On this baGii it wao judged that
the only reiL difference betvcen the d.uires of the Nvy Department
and the ERDL pmgram vas one of timing, and that the proposed study
could be started Immadiately wi;hout ceriously dislocating cu~rent

I,..
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plans, Commander Chilton emphasizedl tLat the Navy Departmeut wua
especially interested in factors related to defense against atamic.
weapons, particularly defense against the effects of radioactive
"fall-out".

3. The information contained in the inclosures has been re-

viewed as requested and a proposal is &ubmitted herein covering the
four points listed in paragraph 4 of the basic letter.

a. Plan for integrating this additional vork inao the
present program. The proposed study represents wOrK that was sahed-
uled for initiation in FY 56, but it will now be started immediately.

The work will be a paper study only and consist of the investigation,
compilation and analysis of currently available data that may have
pertinent relation to the construction and use of personnel shelters.
No actual construction, tests or new work, other than a paper study,
will be undertaken. Much of the material to be included in the study
will be drawn from the results of current experiments with fighting
emplacements, but only where they may be directly applied to shelters
for personnel protection. Consideration will be given to the various
probable physical, operational and tactical conditions that might be
encountered. The work that will be accomplished through this joint
Army-Navy action will be generally esoential to the field fortifica-

tions project and in any event would have been eventually undertaken
under present project plans.

b. Utilization of Funds from the Nav. Fimds will be
utilized for salaries of personnel engaged directly in the proposed
study, for the procurement of materials and supplies, and in pyumeut
for internal services in support of those porticns of the experi-
mental work on fighting emplacements which may produce information
directly applicable to shelters.

c. Adverse effect on present 2rogram, By Initiating the
study on shelters this fiscal year, instead of next, it will be neces-
sary either to defer planned work on the study of engineering materi-
als for emplacements or to hire additional porsonnel so that both
studies can be carried out at the same time. The decision as to
which course to follow will be made locally.

d. EatimAte ds to whet the Na may expect for their

investment and whon they mRy exrect it. A semi-annual letter report,
plus a final letter report, will be submitted to the Navy. Daring

S~the first gix months of work, preliminary gathering of" available data

only will be accomplisned. Thereafter, becidea the continued gather-
ing of data, its compilation in proper form and categories mid Its
analysis will be undertaken. In the final compilation and present&-
tion of the dnta, an effort will be made to have it in suah a form
that it will be readtly useable in various tactical situations for

'Ib 2
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"the construction of iprsonneI shelters. rt is erpecte& thbat th

study will be completed dwuing 1956. It :s empbasized that the
work and accomplishments will be governed and limited by the under-
standing set out in this indorsement.

i 4. In consideration of the investigation to be performed. by
MDM, the Navy Department will advance funds immediately in the
amount of $15,000.00 for use in fiscal Years 1955 and 1956, and
when and if available will advance an additional sum of $15•,000.00

. in fiscal year 1956 for use in fiscal years 1956 and 57.

work during fiscal year 1955 and 56, is inclosed herewith for sub-

Imittal to the Na-y Departmeut.

FRZ TEE C0NMKA!DING MC

3 Incls
1-2 n/c /a/ a. P. Joyce, Jr.
Added I mIcl /t/ C. P. JOYCE, JR.

"3- Form 1080 (quin.) Colonel, CZ
, Chief, Military Engineering

Department

eno
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S Categoay 1,1 - Mine Warfare and Demolitions

DSMMMMMMIIO FM USAMRD REPCRT NO. 155tiýM

TITLE Emergency Personnel Shelters (U)

DATE OF RMPT 17 Nov 58 PROJECT 8-o7-1o-420 CIASSICATION Confid

Tech Lib A-I Engr Sec, Hq, USARCARIB R-
'"- Office, Asst Secy of Defense R-2 Drawer 6, Ft Clayton, Canal Zone

Washington 25, D. C.
Commanding General R-i

Chief, Bureau of Yds & Docks A-i Frankford Arsenal
Dept of Navy PitmAan-Dunn Lab Group
Washington 25, D. 0. Philadelphia 37, Pa
Attn: Code D-4oo Attn: Lib

Tech Doe Ctr, USAERDL A-10 Chief, ARDO Office, USAEDL -i
Ft Belvoir, Va R-5 Ft Belvoir, Va
Attn: British Ln Officer

Office of R&D R-3
Chief, Bureau of Ships A-3 Office of the QMG, DA
Res & Dev Program Planning Br R-3 Washington 25,) D. C.
(Code 320)
W" Washington 25, D.C. C4Enr, Hqs 7th Av U-

APO 66, New York, N. Y.
-Chief of Ndvel Res R-1
Rprbs Br (Code 530) Commandant, Army War Col-lege R-I

y Dept of Navy Carlisle Barracks, Pa
Washington 25, D. C. Attnz Lib

SCommandant of Marine Corps R-i Commanding General R-2
(Code A04E) Hqs Marine Corps Continental AM CmI

Washington 25, D. 0. Ft Monroe, Va
Attn: Engr Sea

"9 Director, Naval Res Lab R-i

Washington 25, D. C. President A-i
Attn: Code 2021 U. S. Army Artillery Bd R-I

, :,' ,t Sill, OklahomaS' Cmd & General Staff College R- F

,,. Ft Leavenworth, Kansas President R-i
U. S. Army Infantry Ed

Office of the Engr A-I Ft Benning, Ga
A PF/8A(MEAR), APO 343 R-i
"San Francisco, Calif. Chief, Engr Sup Cont Office R-2

USARELU Sup Cont Ctr
.'The Engr, Hqs, USARELH R-2' APO 58, New York, N. Y.

APO 4.03, New York, N. Y. Attn: Chief, Cat Br, GED
Attn: I&M Br
,.._'__"_,.___ Chief of Transportation R-1

NOT•E: A - Abotract Card Washington 2% D. C.
R - Report Attn: TEOXR-TC

V
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U. S. Army St4zn Group, UK R-I- Military Engrng.Dept, tUArMDL
Box 65, USNI:., M .. -tBelvofr aV z&"
New York, N. Y.

Central Files; USAEDLR
li.IEngrr Historical Div, OCE* A-2 Pt Belvoir., Va

P. 0. Box 1715
, Baltimore, 3, Nd Tech Ref & Anal Br, -U L :D -

Ft Belvoir, Va

Commanding General R-2
Army Map Service Tech Doe Ctr, USAERDL R-2

6500 Brooks Lane Publ Records Set (R-i)
Washington 25, D. C. Publ Reference Set (R-I)
"Attn: Doe Lib Ft Belvoir & Va

Chairman, Engr Committee A-I Legal Br. MAE. R-i

Tactical Dep.t, TIS R-i Ft Belvoir, Va
Ft Benning,. Ga:..Repo~rts See., USP R "R-3

Commandant (ETD) A-2 Ft Belvoir, Va
U. S. Coast Guard Hqs
1300 E St., NW CE, ME,. BE, Mil E, TE, & TS R-I
Washington 25, D. C. Depts (circulate)

USAEDL, Ft Belftir, Va

Hqs, Bd 5, CONARO R-iFBn NCASTIA .R-O
Ft'B"g C.Arlington Hall Station

President R-I Arlington, V&
U. S. Army Arnwor BA
Ft Knox, Ky ACS/Inteli, 9q, USAF A-i

Attn: Target Analysis Div

Office, Chief of Ord A-i (AnIN-30
Dept of the Army R.I Washington 25# D. C..
Washington 25, D. C.
Attn: 0RDTX-AR ACS/Intell, Uq USAF A-I"Attn: Target Mtils Div (AFcIN-30)

Tech Doc Ctr, USARDL H-5 Washington 2%. D. 0.
"Ft Belvoir, Va
"Attn-: Canadian Ln Officer Director, Air University Lib R-i

0"., Attn: AUL-8870
Librarian, Tech Lib A-I Maxwell AF Base, Alabama
Bld 330, Rm 200 R-I
Army Chemical Ctr, VA Combat Developments Office R-1

U.S. Army Infantry School
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